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ABSTRACT
In t}lis regional heat flow study of New Zealand temperatures
have been measured in available boreholes using a specially constructed
thermistor probe, and existing temperature information has been
incor;rcrated from various sources including oil prospecting boreholes.
Thermal conductivity has been measured in the laboratory on 581 samples.
Newly deterrnined values of heat flow are given for 105 Locations;
values for the south rsland are here presented for the first time.
It'lost of tJle heat flow values have been grouped in eight regions based
on the level of heat flow. Ttris classification can be related to the
occurrence of certain surface manifestations and geophysical anomalies,
and to regj-onal plate tectonics. High heat flow in three regions is
consistent with rnelting conditions being reached at depths between 35km
and 45kn. These are the Taranaki Region, the !{est Coast Region and ttre
Great Soutlt Basin. The average regional heat flow for these regions
varies from 86.4 n[/mz to l-10.7 mw/mz. Much lower heat flow is obtained
in the Hikurangi and Marlborough-Canterbury Regions; these may possibly
be interconnected. Elsewhere the heat frow is low to normal with
isolated highs. The broad distribution of heat flow in the North Island
is typical for an active sr:bduction region.
Radioactive heat generation has been measured on rock types from
various localities, and large variations have been found. The heat
flow 
- heat generation relationship has been studied for 42 sites. A
linear relationship is found only in the Taranaki and Hikurangi Regions.
Temperature carculations show large differences in the deep-seated
temperature distribution beneath New Zealand, and this has also been
reflected in ttre distribution of "reduced heat flow". Temperature and
heat flow can be correlated with upper mantle inhomogeneity.
The inferred variation of radioactive heat generation with deptlr
has been studied for areas beneath the western canterbury Region. A
mean heat generation of 1.56 t .e7 uw/m3 has been found in a sequence
which has been inferred to occur between l?km and 3Okm in depth under
the region; this is very much higher than the usually adopted values
for the lower crust.
Normal heat flow observed in the Western Cook Strait Region, and
the existence of good seismic wave transmission beneath the same region,
can be attrilcuted to crustaL and lithospheric thickening. The relevance
of present study to petroleum occurrences has been examined and it is
found that in areas of proven hydrocarbon potential the heat flow is high.
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CHAPTER 1
TNTRODUCTION
1.1 HISTORTCAI
studies of terrestrial heat flow and its relationship with othergeologicaL and geophysical parameters provide useful- information aboutthe thermar state of the earthrs crust and upper mantre. The surfaceheat flow is closely related to the deeper temperature regime arul isthus helpful in the mapping of geothermarry controtred properties
inside the earth (dadm, 197g). It also has a direct relevance to
regional tectonic interpretation, and plays an important role in thelocation of geothermal fields.
Although studies of underground temperatures and thermal
conductj,vity have a long history (Beck , L965; BuLlard, 1965), no
systenatic investigations of heat flow were reported till the cLassicar
works of Benfield (1939) and Bullard (1939), and in oceanic areas heatflow was first successfurry measured in r95o (Reverle and Maxwerr,
1952) - Numerous investigations have since been carried out over the
surface of the earth and enormous anpunts of data have been cornpired
and interpreted by various authors (e.g. Lee and Uyeda, 1965; Simmons
and Horai, 1968; Horai and Simmons, 1969; Lee, I97O; Negi and pandey,1974; Jessop et a1" Lg76). on the g10ba1 scale correrations of highheat flows with unstabre, younger regions and low heat fl-ows with stable
and older regions have been noted. The most im;rcrtant si-ngle resurt ofttre above investigations is the near equivarence of continentar and
oceanic heat flows' The correration with tectonics has suggested thepossibirity of rarge regionar differences in the constitution of the
upper mantle' rt is normalry lnssible to explain nost of t]:e
continentar heat f10w with the help of radioactivity from an upper
crust of granitic composition, while in oceanic areas the rnajor share
must originate from berow tl'e basartic crust, which is far less
radioactive than the upper continental crust,
The distribution of heat frow measurements up to the present dayis very uneven- Many of the rarge numbers of borehores drilled everyyear cannot be used either because of regurations requiring them to be
sealed, or because of financiar considerations, under which casing ispulled out and tl.e borehore corrapses before ttrermar equilibrium is
re-established, which often requires a rong time compared to drirling
operations (Bu'lard, rg47i Jaeger, 1955-56; Lachenrcruch and Brewer,
1959; Cheremenski, 1960; Beck, 1965). High cost inhibits measurement
in many desirable areas by means of specialry drilled holes, although
this has been managed by some workers (stuat and Thompson, 1969; Jaeger,
I97O; CermSk and Jessop, l97l). Ttre problems and techniques associated
with satisfactory heat flow measurements on land. have been criticarry
reviewed by Beck (1965).
The most imtrnrtant areas lacking in detailed heat flow investigations
are some of those wj-th present tectonic, volcanic and seismic activity,
such as island arcs and their surroundings. r,arge variations in heat flow
over short horizontal distances may be anticipated in these areas.
Nevertlreless the average heat frow of island arcs is only 71 .7 mw/m2,
which is very crose to the world mean of 74.3 mw/m2 l.ressop et al.,
1976) 
' But an important feature is the areal distribution by which low
and high heat flows are associated with outer and inner arcs respectively
(Uyeda and Horai, 1964; Vacguier, et. a1., 1967; Uyeda, L977;
watanabe et a1', 1977) 
- This suggests a connection between heat fr.ow
and the subduction process. rn nany cases, however, the distrirrution
is extremely complicated (Watanabe et al., I97O; yasui_ et al., ]f97Oi
Sugimura and Uyeda, 1973) and requires very detailed study.
New zealand is one of the few areas where this probLem can readiry
be studied through detaired heat frow mapping, rt offers distinct
advantages over other subduction regions since the effect of continued
subduction can be traced in finer detair by means of rand-based
geological and geophysical observations.
Heat flow measurements in New zealand have rnainly been concentrated
on special areas, and the overall distribution has been i.nsufficient to
arlow a general interpretation. rn the North rsland, studies were first
undertaken in the form of naturar- heat frow measurements in the
geothermal areas of the Taupo volcanic zone, using tl'e techniques
described by Dawson (1964) and Dawson and Di"ckinson (r9zo). Later, the
regional heat flow pattern was studied from borehole measurements
by studt and Thompson (19G9), who found that most values of heat flow
were below normal to the southeast, and above normal to the northwest,
of the volcanic bert. within and adjacent to this belt, observed heat
flow is nearly everlnrhere zero owing to convective water circulation;
this result has been supported by furtfrer geothermar gradient studies(rtrornpson, 1977, lggo) . within the narrow confines of each particular
thermal area, of course, there is a very high eonvective heat frow.
In addition, heat flow has been measured by Calhaem (1973) in several
Iakes of the Taupo Volcanic Zone, using a npdified oceanic technique.
Exceedingly high varues (up to 52 w/mz) have been retrrcrted from somelalces; these values are interpreted in terms of underlying hydrothermar
systems- rn the South rsland, although there have been some very earry
and more recent temperature measurements (Henderson, L9I7 i Hilgendorf
et aI., 1919; Thompson, 1966), no vaLues of heat flow have previously
been reported.
I .3 PRESENT IN\ESTIC,ATTON
rn the present project every opportunity has been taken to obtain
sufficient heat frow measurements to suptrrcrt a detailed mapping ofbotl. rslands- This has invorved the measurement of temperature in
available boreholes drilled for other purposes, by means of a
specially constructed thermistor probe, and arso the correction of
temperature information from various sources. some gaps stirl exist
due to inaccessibility or to a rack of suitabre boreholes. Equilibrium
temperatures have been measured by thermistor probe in a n'mber of
boreholes which have been standing long enough to be sufficientry free
from transient thermar perturbation. Many of these holes were found,
however, to be hydrologically disturbed. Much additional information
was obtained from oir company reports containing recorcts of bottom
hole temperatures. These temperatures are measured at a number ofdepths during conventional geophysical logging and formation testing
operations in deep exproration wells, occasionalry reaching to the
basement. A considerabre number of oi] prospecting boreholes have
been drilled in offshore regions, and these give a valuable optrnrtunityfor heat flow investigation, since the water is too sharlow to permit
conventional oceanic measurements, the hrater temperature at the bottombeing more or less variable. Ttre usefulness of bottom hole temperatures
has recently been denronstrated by a nurnber of studies (Girdrer, 19zo;
Evans and Tammemagi, Lg74i Matsubayashi and uyeda, LgTg; carvarho et
aI., 1980 etc.).
CHAPTER 2
PI.ATE-TECTONIC SETTTNG, REGIONAL GEOTOGY AND
GEOPHYSICAL ANOII{ALIES
2.T TNTRODUCTION
To understand fully Lhe significance of terrestrial heat flow
distribution a knowledge of ttre geological and geophysical features
of the study area is essential. A brief summary of the relevant
features is presented below.
2.2 PI,ATE-TECTONIC SETTTNG
In plate tectonic terms the North Island forms part of the
rndian prate, under which the pacific plate is subducted along the
Hikurangi Trench; the Trench is thus the surface trace of the boundary
between the two plates. The North Island possesses aLl the imSnrtant
features typically associated with a subduction zone (Reyners, l97B).
However, the geometry of the subducted plate differs considerably
from most others in that (i) it dips less steeply until werl beneath
the central part of the island (Adams and Ware, Lg77), (ii1 it seems
to have some curvature of strike (Gibowicz, 1974), and (iii) the deeper
part of the Benioff zone, if extrapolated to the earthrs surface,
intersects at an unusually large distance (about 200km) from the trench
(Hamilton and Gale, 1968). seismologicar studies of this region have
been madeby Eiby (1958, L964, I97I), Hamilton and Gale (1968, Lg6g),
Hatlrerton (1970a), Mooney (1970), and Gibowicz (1972').
The plate boundary in the central South lsland is represented by
the Alpine Fault which is described as a zone of oblique continental
convergence (Schol_z et al., 1973). Further south, in Fiordland, the
plate boundary lies offshore near the coast. Here again the
characteristic features of a subduction region are present: seismicity
at shalrow and intermediate depths, large gravity anomalies, and a
quarternary volcano (Hamilton and Evison, 1967). But here the Indian
plate is being subducted under the pacific plate (srLith, 197r). Ttre
plate tectonic setting of New Zealand and its surroundings is shown
in fig. 2-L, and important features of the New zearand randmass are
shown in fig. 2.2.
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2.3 REGIOI{AL GEOLOGY AND TE TONICS
Geotectonically New Zealand belongs to an unstable rrobile belt
with extensive diastrophism, volcanism, faulting, erosion and
deposition. Enorrnous piles of sedirnent which have been formed since
the Cambrian cover about three-fourttrs of the countrlr's area. Volcanic
activity has produced in the North Island very large quantities of ash,
igninbrite, rhyolitic lava, and andesite, and in the South lsland
sr:bstantia.L andesite lavas at Banks Peninsula and basalts at Tirnaru and
Dunedin. Large elevation changes have occurred from time to time,
ncst recently in ttre South Island along the Southern Alps and the
Kaikouras (figs. 2-3, 2.4). Ttre broad geological features of both
islands, together with rnajor shallow seismicity and major gravity
anonalies, are presented in figs. 2.5 and 2.5.
In the North Island the oldest rocks are predominantly folded and
faulted grelmackes and argillites, mainly Mesozoic in age, and Permian
in a few places. Very widespread at the surface are younger sedinents
and volcanics. Ttre thickest sedimentary sequences occur in the
Rangitilei, Taranaki, and East Coast basins. In ttre Central Volcanic
Region (a complex volcano-tectonic rift) the surface rocks are mainly
volcanics of late Pliocene-Pleistocene age. lltre oldest rocks in t-tte
South Island (some as old as Precambrian (Adams, 1975) occrtr in Nelson,
Westland, Fiordland and Stenrart Island, in the form of diorite, granite,
schist, gneiss, gre) dacke and argillite. These are separated by the
Alpine FauLt from mainly younger sedimentary and igneous rocks to the
east; the Fault offsets certain geological features by some 400kn.
In the east, grelmackes and argillites of Triassic - Jurassic age occur
from Marlborough to north Otago, merging into schist and gneiss across
Otago and tJ:e western flanks of the Southern AIps, into Permian tuffs
and tuffaceous grelnrackes in Southland. Thick piles of younger
sedimentary formations are recorded in eastern and western parts of
Southland and in the Great South Basin. Young deposits (Pleistocene-
Recent) are also found in the Moutere Depression (Nelson) and in the
plains of Canterbury and SouthLand. Ttre detailed geotectonics of bot.ll
islands have been described by Weltrnan (1956), Kingrma (1959a,b),
Brown et aI. (1968) and Suggate et al. (1978).
2.4 GEOPHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.4.L Crustal ftrickness
Bullen (f939) made the
in New Zealand and obtained
(Thomson and Evison, l-962i
first estimate of the crustal thickness
about 30kn. Numerous investigators
Reilly, L962i Garrick, 1968; Calhaem
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et aI., 1977i Woodward, 1979') have since obtained thicknesses of
30 to 35km over nrost of New Zealand from seismic and gravity
observations. The average thickness in the South fsland is a little
greater than in the North rsland (Reilly, 1962) i under the southern
Arps the thickness reaches 40-45km (woodward , Lg79). A much lower
estimate (18-19km) \,eas reported by Eiby (1955, 1957) and by Officer
(1955), but these results have been revised to 36km by Garrick (1968) .
Despite some .l-ocaI fluctuations (SrLith, l-97O), all studies confirm
the continental nature of the crust beneath New ZeaLand.
2.4.2 Hikurangi Trench
The HiJ<urangi trench, which forms the southwest extension of
Tonga-Kermadec trench system, is, as mentioned above, a feature of
the acti-ve margin of the North rsland and northern south rsland (fis.
2.7). The trench becomes progressively shallower to tl:e south, and
ends in the northeastern part of the south rsland (fig. 2.r). The
trench is shallower than most, being at most 2.5km deep.
2.4.3 Vol-canisn.
The North rsland has five andesite volcanoes which have been
active in recent times (fig. 2.7), and extensive andesitic and
rhyolitic vo.I-canism has occurred over the northwestern and central
parts of the North rsland (fig. 2.8\. Andesitic volcanism commenced
about 18 Myr ago (Schofield, 1969; Stipp and Thomson, I97I; Balance,
1976) on an axis which appears to have rotated clockwise and rnigrated
eastwards (cal.haem. 1973). According to Midha (1979) the rndian-
Pacific plate boundary in the Norti Island was oriented nearly NW-SE
between 18 Myr and 3 Myr ago, and tj.en changed rapidly to its
present orientation. Andesitic volcanism and lithospheric subduction
is intirnately connected, and a close association exists between the
;ntash content of the andesite and the depth to the Benioff zone
(Dickinson and Hatherton, L96l; Hatherton, 1969) , There is no
active volcanism in the South fsland, where the youngest volcanics are
the Iate l4iocene andesites of Bank peninsula.
2.4.4 Thermal Springs
The locations of thermal springs and their relation to the main lava
areas are shown in fig. 2.8. rn the North rsland, the springs are
chiefly distributed within the Central Volcanic Region and further
north-west. A few springs of presurned tectonic origin occur in East
Coast areas. rn the South rsland, numerous springs have been found, mainly
associated witl: the rnountain ranses.
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Earlier studies of l"tarriot (1959) and Hurst (Ig74) in the
southern part of the Taupo Volcanic Zone have been extended by Midha
(1979) to cover the entire central Volcanic Region. A high-conductivity
anornaly has been interpreted as due to a conductivity of about L mho/m
extending from 20km to gokrn in depth and trending southeast frorn
Northland to Mahia peninsuLa (fig. 2.7). Tttis anomaly has been
attributed to an earlier sr:bduction zone.
2.4.6 Seismicity
New zealand is a region of moderate seismic activity (figs. 2.g
and 2.r0) - The distribution of earthquakes has been studied by Eiby(1958, L964, 1970, 197f), Harnirton and Gare (196g, 1969), Hatierton(1970a, l-980), snit}. (1971), schor-z et ar-. (1973) and Adams and ware(1977), among others. l4icroearthquake studies have been carried out
by Arabasz and Robinson (1976), Evison et at. (1976), Reyners (197g)
and snr-ith (1979). New Zealand earthquakes occur at both shallow and
intermediate depths; shocks deeper than 350km are rare.
Three seisrnic regions have been distinguished: the Main seismic
Region, the central south rsland, and Fiordfand. The Main seisnr"ic
Region is associated witl the subduction of the pacific Blate under
the rndian plate in the North rs]and and northern part of the south
rsland. The Fiordl-and seismicity is associated with the subduction
of the rndian plate under the pacific prate in the far southwest of
the country- These two regions are separated by the centraf soutlr
rsrand region, where sharrow activity is comparatively slight and
there are no sub-crustal eartlguakes (figs. 2.9. Z,10). In the llain
Seisnuic Region, Hatherton (197Oa) has drawn attention to an ,'asej-smic
corridor' and to a general- change in the directional trend of crusta.l-
seismicity from the northern to the southern parts of the Region(fis. 2.e).
2.4.7 Seismic Wave propagation
l"Iooney (1970) studied the frequency content of seisnic waves from
intermediate earthquakes under the Main Seismic Region, and found
that a transmitting zone for high frequencies underr-ies the eastern
and southern parts of the Region, whire an attenuating zone exists
in the depth range of 75 to 125km in the northern parts (fig. 2.7) 
-
The attenuating zone evidently r-ies beneath the region of upper
Tertiary to Recent volcanism.
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2.4.8 Velocity Distribut_ion
Upper mantle velocity variations beneath New Zealand lrere first
discussed by Hamil-ton (1969), and studied in detail by Haines (1979),
who obtained lateral variations in the pn verocity from 7.4 to g.7km/s,
and in the Sn velocity from 3.95 to 4.Bkm/s (fig. 2.f1).
2.4.9 Travel-Time Residuals
The lateral intromogeneities which are associated with sr:bduction
under the l4ain seisrnic Region (Hatherton, lg?ob; Mooney, rg7o,) are
reflected in velocity anomalies (Hamilton, 1969; Adams and ware,
1917). These anomalies have been studied by Robinson (rgi6), who
has calculated teleseismic residuals for the permanent seisrnograph
stations of the North Island and the northern part of t}re South Island.
Average P-wave teleseismic residuals, relative to Wellington seisnograph
station, show a large spatial variation (up to 3s), decreasing from
west to east (fig. Z.I2).
2.4 . l-0 Gravity Anornalies
The Bouguer and isostatic anomaly rnaps of New zeaLand are
presented in figs - 2.r3 and 2.14 respectively (Reilly, 1965). rn
general, anomalies are closely related to the sedimentary cover,
vol-canics and crustal thi-ckness (Robertson and Rei1ly, l95g) and exhibit
a close reLationship with the attenuating and transmitting zones of
Mooney (f970). The anornalies across the subduction zone have been
nrodelled by Hatherton (1970b). The Bouguer map is dominated by two
major negative anomalies and one large positive anomaly (Robertson and
Reilly, 1958);
(i) Rangitikei-vlaiapu negative anomaly, trending northeast
across the axial mountain ranges of the North rsland,
with an unknown deep-seated origin. Robertson and Reirly
(1958) lrcstulated that this anomaly is related to tJ:e
Tonga-Kermadec Trench negative anomaly. However, it has
now been shown by Hatherton and Syms (f975) that any
connection can only be across a gravity saddle on which
isostatic anomalies are less negative than 
-25 mgal.
(ii) Alpine negative anomary, related to the soutiern Alps.
(iii)Fiordland positive anomaly, reaching up to +175 mga1.
rsostatic corrections account for most of the negative anomaly
over the Southern Alps but have l-ittle affect on the anomalies in the
North Island and Fiordland.
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CHAPTER 3
I'IEASUREI\,1ENT PROCEDURES, DATA REDUCTION AND
STATISTICAL TECHNIQI.JES
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Terrestrial heat fLow is here defined as the rate of heat transfer
per unit area by cond.uction from the earth's interior to the surface;
it is expressed in units of mw/m2. The equation of flow of heaL i-n
one dimension can be written as:
(3.1)
where q is the heat flow vertical to the earthrs surface, K is the
tlermal conductivity of the rock, T is the temperature and z is the
depth- g is called the geot}ermal gradient. The detaiLed theory
of heat S6nduction is given in rngersorl et al. (1954) and in carsraw
and Jaeger (1959).
3. 2 TEIVIPERATURE I\,IEASUREMENT
To obtain the geothermal gradient an accurate knowredge of the
temperature variation with depth is essential. on land this can be
achieved through measurements in tunners. mines, rake bottoms or
borehoLes. where suitable boreholes are avai]abl-e the measurement
is rapid, convenient and accurate. rn favourable circumstances, reriable
heat frow can be estimated from boreholes as sharlow as 2oo m ( Roy
et aI., L972; Sass et aI., 196g). The present study is based entirely
on borehole measurements.
The conrnonest devices used for measurement of temperature in
boreholes are rnaximum thermometers, platinum resistance thernpmeters,
thermocouples, and t]rermistor probes. Ttrermistor probes have the
advantage of sensitivity, accuracy, and simplicity of operation and
design, and they have no serious drawbacks (Beck, 1965). A thermistor
probe has been constructed specialJ.y for the present study.
There are several well-known sources of error in the measurement of
heat flow in boreholes. Circulation of ground water is the corunonest
of these. The upper portion of a borehote is often disturbed. The
effect of metal casing in the borehole can be neglected at depths
greater than a few meters (lutisener and Beck, 1960) . In recently drilled
holes the temperatures are affected to an important extent by the drilling
operation. The time required to attain thermar equilibrium may be
shorter for dianrond drilled hol-es, because less circu.l,atinq ftuid is
q=-KAT
E;
20
neededt after about a day the measured heat flow should be acsurate
to within 5t (Jaeger, 196r) - Errors due to drirling operations have
been analysed by Bullard (Ig47), Jaeger (1955-56), r,achenlcruch and
Brewer (1959), Cheremensky (1960), Kutarov (1968), and Kappelmeyer
and Haenel (1974). Recent georogical changes and present topography
are a further source of error in some areas. The appropriate
corrections for such cases wir-r- be discussed in detail rater.
3.2.2 Apparatus
-
The probe has been designed for measurements at depths down to
1000 m. The apparatus is portable; the weight including wire and
winding apparatus is about 4o kgm. The sar.ient features of the
instrument, which is irrustrated in figs. 3.r- and 3.2, wirr now be
described.
(i) Probe
The active element is a thermistor, accommodated in an
alurninium jacket with 4 mm outside diameter, bored to 2 mm-
The cavity has been pumped furr of silicone grease to erirninate
air space and improve thermar- contact. The thermistor andjacket are screwed into a rarger aluminium tube, diameter 19.05
nun' wall thickness 1 nrn. using an o-ring and washers to form
a sear- rnside this, the thermistor leads are connected to the
main cabre and insurated with silicone rubber. The cable is
brought into the probe body through tapered hores seared with
araldite plugs- The probe body is packed with silicone rubber.
At room temperature t}re thermistor resistance is approxirnately
12 kilohm and the power dissipation is approxirnately g3 UW.
rhe probe was designed to withstand pressures up to a.bout 270
bars and has been .tested in the raboratory to r-50 bars. Ttre
probe is equipped with a sinker.
(ii) Voltage source
The circuit diagram of the vortage source is shown in fig.
3'3. The voltage reference is buffered with a 1ow drift
operational amptifier- The vortage output of tl.e source, which
is;rcwered by twelve size A dry cefls, is f.O volt,and the
largest current avairable is 4.0 mA. (The current drawn by
the probe at room temperature is approximately g3 UA.) Currentdrain when tre reference is in its stabre state is 2-3 mA.
Monitoring circuits with T.ED warning lamps indicate abnormal
conditions.
t
o" ril
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Fig. 3.2 Complete temperature measuring equipment.
Fig. 3.3 Schematic diagram of voltage source.
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(iii ) Meter
The current is monitored at the well head by connecting
a meter in series with the voltage source and the probe. The
meter used is a Hewlett Packard digital multimeter type 3465A.
This is mainly used on its most sensitive range (100 UA), where
the value is indicated to 0.01 UA. The certified accuracy of
the meter in t}re 100 UA and I mA ranges is t (0.07t of reading
+ 0.01$ of range).
(iv) Cable drwn
A winding reel capable of holding 100O m of wire (copper,
0.673 sq.mrn) can be clamped on the tailgate of a landrover for
anchorage and transportation. The wire connection is nade by
means of banana sockets on the periphery of one drum end. A
hand brake with a screw clamp is provided to control tlle cab1e.
(v) WelL-head equipment
This assembly is a tripod that suplrcrts an output pulley
at tie centre. It also holds a pulley of calibrated circumference
and an idLer for measuring the length of wire as it passes into
the we1l. A small magnet connected to the side of the calibrated
pulley activates a reed relay once every revolution. The relay
cl-osures are counted electronically to give the wire length,
which is indicated to the nearest 100 nmr. Any number can be
set on the display as a starting point.
3.2.3 Field Proced.ure
Witlt the probe lowered to the desired depth the voltage source and
meter are connected to the drum and switched on, and the desired
current range is selected. After waiting about a ninute in order
to al.I-ow the probe to equilibrate sufficiently, t}le meter reading
is recorded. A depth reading is also recorded. Output in ;lA is
converted into temperature from the calibration chart. The reading
interval of 0.01 UA corresponds to about O.OOSoC. Repeatability was
found to be within O.O5 UA, corresponding to O-OZ5oC.
Fleasurements in boreholes were made only while the probe was
going down, so as to avoid any appreciable disturbance of the water
column. The neasurement interval was chosen between 2 m and 10 m.
depending upon the depth and litJ:ology. In many boreholes the
temperature was disturbed at depths less than 100 n, and sometimes the
ternperature graph exhibited a curvature, as has also been observed
by CerrnSk and Jessop (1971), Uyeda and Horai Q,g64r, Studt and
Thomson (1959), Rao et al-. (1970), and Roy et aI. (Lg] Z). Such
curvatures can be causeil by hydrological, environmentaL or man-made
effects (Roy et al -, 1972) or by post-g1acial warming (cermik , rgTt) .
Temperatures measured in air filled holes were erratic, presumably
because of air movements and lack of equilibrium between thermistor
and air. No such measurements were used.
3.2.4 Bottom HoIe Temperatures
Three types of data were avairabre from deep exploration wells:(i) Bottom hole temperatures measured during routine rogging, which
is carried out at appropriate intervals of time in t].e course of
driIling,
(ii) temperatures recorded during formation testi.ng, and
(iii)ternperatures measured after several months or more.
Bottom hole temperatures are recorded usually by a maximum
thermometer during each logging operation, after severar hours from
the cessation of dril1ing. Due to mud sett.l-ements, measurements are
made about 5 to 10 m from the bottom, where the t]rermal disturbance
is least. such measurements, in general, do not correspond to static
temperatures because of cooling effects of the circulating fruid,
and drilling disturbances (Fert1 and Wichmann, 1977; Timko and
Fertl, 1972). stabilised conditions are rarely reached by the time
logs are run and therefore they are typicarly rower by up to 4ooc(fis. 3-4) from the static temperatures, depending mainly on the
properties of the borehole fluid and surroundi-ng rocks, on the drilling
history, and on the natural temperature regime.
rn New Zealand, bottom hole temperatures have been measured down
to depths greater than 5krn. However, detailed inspection has revealed
that in many cases measurements are disturbed in the upper 600 m; this
has been confirrned by Dr John Harrison, Petroleum corporation of Ne,v ZeaL-
andLtd. (Pers.conm.). rn order to utilise the bottom hole temperature
data for heat flow determinations a correction must be made to obtain
the static value. \h.rious methods have been deveJ-oped (cooper and
Jones, 1959; oxburgh et al., r972i Arbright, L976i rs*achukwu, r975t
Fertl and Wichmann, 1977i Middleton, IgTg etc.). The method of FertL
and wichmann (1977) (see also Timko and Fertl , Ig72) has most commonly
been used although it has some limitations, as the authors point out.
Four of these methods have been tested. on the data from several
deep holes which were drirled many years ago and for which the static
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bottom temperature had been determined. Ar1 methods require a graph
of temperature versus time- No other parameter is needed in the method
of rlwachukwu (1976), while thus Looks the simprest. AdditionaL
information is needed in other methods, 
€.9. circulation times after
cessation of drilling in the method of Fertl and Wichmann (Ig77),
and physical properties of the borehole ftuid and its surroundings,
along with borehole radius, in the methods of cooper and Jones (1959)
and l"liddleton (1979). circulation times after drilling were not known
in nrcst cases, but in normal pracLice it is between 4 and 6 hours.
Estimates of ttre otlrer parameters were usuarly availab]_e, but these
appear to have been unsatisfactory, since the caLculated temperature
values were not in good agreement with the known values.
Thus for this study, correction curves had to be prepared from
the measured static and formation-test temperatures, for which
corresponding time seguential bottorn-hole measurements had aLso been
recorded previously. T\po trends emerged, one in the Great South Basin
and the other in the rest of the New Zear-and region as shown in fig.
3.5. This figure reveal_s that (i) the corrections are significantly
larger in the Great south Basin, where the geothermal gradients and
heal flow are high compared to elsewhere in New Zealand. (ii) the
amount of tl.e correction drops rather sharply as the elapsed time
increases, and apparentry becomes negrigible after about 50 hours;
and (iii) deviations from static temperatures are smaller at shalfower
depths- A similar rerationship to that in (i) above has been reported
by Fertl and Wichmann (Ig77). Stabilising trends of bottom hote
temperatures are shown in fig . 3.4 for a few cases.
Estimated static temperatures using these curves (fig. 3.5)
will be accurate to about 4t. Their apprication is useful even if
only one bottom hoJ-e temperature has been measured. sirnilar curves
are sonetimes used by petroreum companies, and a standard correction
graph kindly suppried by Petrocorp (N.2.) Ltd., agrees satisfactorily
with the curve presented here for the rest of New ZeaLand.
since the temperatures measured during formation or production
tests are very cfose to the static formation temperatures (corneli-us,
1975; Gabre, r97g; l"latsubayashi and lJyeda, rglg), and corrected
bottom hole temperatures correrate welr. with those measured during
testing operations at the same depths, no correction is applied.
Besides these temperatures, some other avairab.Le data measured by
conventional probes have ar-so been r:sed for a few bore holes, and
were found satisfactory for heat flow determination.
3.2.5 Gradient Determination
Disturbed sections of profiles were discarded and only sections
showing a continuous temperaLure increase were used. fn the case of
deep exploration wef1s, corrected bottom hole temperatures were used.
Gradients have been carculated using reast squares techniques. rn a
few cases where only one bottom hote temperature was measured, the
gradi-ent was calculated in the usual way, taking the ground surface
temperature as roc higher than the mean air temperature. This
procedure is satisfactory when the difference between the bottom
ternperature and the estimated surface temperature is greater than
20oc (Bu11ard, 1939).
For thermistor probe measurements, allowing for the accuracies
of temperature and depth measurenents, an error of Less than lt in
the gradient deterrnination is incurred under norma] circumstances.
However, considering the accuracy of estimating static bottom hole
temperatures, an error of up to t 4t could be assigned to the
gradient calcurated by this neans. Ar-though this error is larger
than for probe measurements there is the advantage that the gradients
are unlikely to be affected by near surface effects such as ground
water circulation, which can contribute significant errors in shalLow
boreholes' rn any case' much larger errors can result from linr-itations
in conductivity sampling.
3.2.6 Geological Corrections
Heat flow deterrn-ination invol-ves the measurement of undeground
temperatures which are often infr-uenced by past georogical_ processes,
and systematic errors may thus be introduced- Trrese include the
effects of topography, uplift, sedimentation, erosion, past climatic
changes, refraction and groundwater movements. A knowledge of these
effects is needed- up tirl now much attention has been paid to ttre
effect of topography. some other effects which may be significant
in the present work will be discussed be1ow, arthough it is difficur_t
to assess tl.e reliabirity of computed errors since estimates of tfre
various parameters involved are often somewhat subjective.(i) Topographic correction
The correction is significant only in mountainous areas,
and cornes mainly from the area within 2km of t,.e pJ-ace of
observation (Bur-rard, r93g) - The correction may be positive
or negative. ft has been aplllied in relevant areas to a
distance of 40 times the depth of tre borehofe (Decker, 1966),
with a maximum of 2okm, following the method described by
t6
Kappelmeyer and Haenel (1974). The
valleys tend to cancel each other in
(ii) Erosion and sedimentation
These effects are treated using the heat conduction
equation in a noving medium- rn general the effects are
small but they nay be serious. if due to rapid rates. The
effect of erosion is to increase and that of sedimentation is
to reduce the geothermal gradient relative to the equiribrium
value' The correction has been applied wherever found necessary,
following Jaeger (1965).(iii) upritt
uprift rai-ses the underground temperature gradient above
its equilibrium value, as does the erosional process. The effect
is of importance in large uplift areas rike the southern Alps.
A correction may be appried, forlorvring Kappelmeyer and Haener(re74l.
A nethod of combining the effects of topography, uplift and
erosion was developed by Birch (1950) and is usefur for areas
where al] these effects are found, as in orogenic regions.(iv) Past climate
Benfield (f939) was the first to apply this correction.
The effect has been studied by Crain (1969), Horai (1969), Sass
et ar. (1971a), Beck (1977), Alris (197g) , and other workers.
A large correction is sometimes needed. The correction is nrost
significant in shallow hol_es (Beck, Ig77), the main cause beins
that of climatic changes during glaciar times. sass et ar.(1971a) found no such effect in about a 3km deep hore in the
Canadian shield, in spite of strong evidence about the past
climatic changes.
The nature of past cr-imatic changes in New Zear-and is not
accuratel-y known. Evidence of t.l:e effect is lacking in
temperature profiles (chapters 5 and 6). The correction has
been attempted, following Beck (Lg77) but fouad unnecessary,
and tj.us altogether negrected. rts non-apprication will not
affect tl'e regionar pattern and wirr only tend to increase the
values by a few percent.
effects of hills and
areas of moderate relief.
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3.2.7 Change of Temperature with Aftitude
Knowledge of this parameter is essential in order to apply
geological corrections. For this study it has been calculated from
the meteorological observations of 194I to 1970 (N.2. l,tet. S. tlisc.
Pub., 1978). It varies between 3.5 and l0oc,/km in different parts
of New Zealand.
3.3 CONDUCTIVITY I.TEASUREMENT
To obtain a reliable heat f1ow, one needs to know the thermal
conductivity of t.Jle same rock formations as those in which the
temperature gradient is measured. A considerable problem is faced
in assigning a mean value for a particular hole, and this invofves
a larger error than does the uncertainty in temperature gradient.
ft is often found that apparently sinrifar rocks from the same formation
have different conductivities. No anisotropic effects were observed
in the present study. The problem of determining the conductivity
is acute for deep holes.
3.3.I Sampling - A New Method
Rock sarnples were available for rnost of the bore holes. They
were in the form of cores and cuttings. Since it is not practicable
to sample the entire length of every borehole a new sampling method
has been devised which is particularly useful for deep wells from which
cuttings are availa-ble. The depth range is divided into a number of
zones 50 to 20O m thick. It is preferred that each zone be
lithologicalJ-y homogeneous. Then from each zone nearly equal amounts
of cuttings are coll-ected at every 5 to l0 m, and a composite sample is
prepared for measurement.
3.3.2 Methods of Measurement
Steady-state, quasi steady-state and transient methods have been
used by various workers to measure thermal conductivity in the Iaboratory
(Powells, 1957; Beck, 7957, 1965; Von Herzen and Maxwell, 1959;
Lubimova et a1., 1961; Schriider, 1963; Zierfuss, 1963; Jaeger and
Sass, 1964; etc.). A steady-state device in the form of a divided
bar has been rnost conmon(Beck, L957, 1965). Steady-state methods are
relatively nore accurate than others but involve tedious sample
preparation and are unsuitabfe for friable rocks (although Sass et 41.,
(f97lb) use a divided bar apparatus on cuttings). There is also a
problem with contact resistance (Beck, 1965).
2ft
A rnore rapid metlod suitable for cores as rderl as cuttings
is the transient needle probe rnethod (Von Herzen and Ma:<well,
1959; Beck, 1965; Jaeger, 1965; Langseth, 1965). The theory
has been given in detair by Blackwell (1954), BuJ-lard (1954), Jaeger
(1956) and Carslaw and Jaeger (1959). In addition to seafloor and
rakefloor studies, the needle probe is beconr-ing lrcpular in studies
of heat fl-ow on land (Woodside and Messmer, 1961; Sass et a1., 196g;
Horai and Baldridge, I972a; Kings and Simnrcns, L972i Boecalitti et
dl., L977i Veliciu et ar., 1977; Barring, rg7g, etc.). Measurenents
by transient and steady-state methods agree to between 3 and lOt
(Von Herzen and Maxwell, 1959; Christoffel and Calhaem, 1969; Combs
and Simnrons, 1973; BalJ-ing, f979).
Conductivity can also be estimated indirectly in the laboratory
by deterrnining tl.e rock comlrcsition (Horai and Bardridge, rg72b) and
the physical and thermal properties; this nrethod has been used for
five of the present samples. Field methods (Beck et ar., 1956;
Brackwell' 1956; Jaeger, 1956) have arso been developed but have
been seldom used.
3.3.3 The Needle probe
A complete probe apparatus with control box and circuit diagram is
shown in figs. 3.6, 3.? and 3.8. The probe itself consists of a
hlpodermic needle 7 cm long and 2 mm in outside diameter with a heater
and thermistor rnounted halfway down the inside. rt is connected by
means of a four-core cabre to the contror box, which houses the power
supply for the heater and a bridge network with biasing control. From
absut l0 sec- after the heater power is turned on, the temperature
r (oc) of the therrnistor as a function of time t (sec. ) is given by
f = Q/4nx1ln(t) +C (3.2)
where Q(w,/m) is the power per unit rength of heater, KlwTroc) is the
therrnal conductivity, and c is a constant. A measurement is made by
inserting the probe in the sampre, switching on the heater, and
measuring the therrnistor output (in mv. ) for up to about 5 min.
The output is then converted into temperature by means of a calibration
chart- A plot is then made between Lnft) and T; this is theoreticarly
a straight line (fis- 3-9) with srope equal to e , although because
of finite sample size tle relationship may 
"""":::tay become non-rinear(fis. 3-9). Q is known si-nce the current, resistance and lenqth of
,JT IIL
Fig. 3.6 Laboratory set_up for
conductivity by needle
measurement
probe.
of thermal
Pl"'
Fig. 3.7 Needle probe and controt
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the heater are known. Thus
temperature rise is about 2
a high conductivity material
Measurement procedure
A11 measurements were made at roorn temperature (lso-zooc),
rn the case of a solid core a hore about 7 cm deep and 3.5 nun
dianreter was made in the centre and the conductivity was measured both
in the dry and wet states. wood's metal (melting point = 74o-76oc, is
used (Woodside and Messrner, 1961) as a contact naterial between the
probe and t]'e core. water has also been tried (Balring, LgTg), but
sometimes it tends to r-ower the estimate due to rack of a perfect
contact, and it has not been used in the present work. prior to
measurerr=nt the cores srere oven-dried at about l0ooc for 12 to 15
hours. For wet determinations the cores were then saturated with
water under partial- vacuum for 24 to 49 hours. some sampres
disintegrated hthile soaking, and for these the wet conductivity
was estimated from wetr/dry ratios for sinilar tlpes of rock.
For measurements on cuttings (King and Sirmnons, Ig72) they were
first crushed into fine powder, then packed into a 1OO ml beaker and
saturated with distilled water under partial vacuum. Then the thermal
conductivity of the mixture r^ras determined by means of the probe. Ttre
density l^ras measured and the volume fraction of water determined from
dry and wet weights. To get the thermal conductivity of the rock in
its natural porous state, porosity was either measured or calculated
from sonic, formation density, and neutron porosity werl rogs. Ttre
conductivity was then calcurated from t},e forrowing equations:
(Km) = (Kr)r- 0(*r10.
(Kpr) = (xrf Ao (xw) 0o
K can be calculated. fn most cases the
to 6oC depending upon the material; in
the rise in temperature is srnaller.
(3.3)
( 3.4)and
where Krn = Thermal conductivity of rock powder and water
mixture
Kw = Thermal conductivity of water (0.61 W/moC)
Kr = weighted geometric mean conductivity of sorid con-
stituents of the rnixture.
Kpr = Thermar conductivity of rock in its natural state
0 = Volume fraction of water in the rnixture
0o = porosity of rock sample in uncrushed state.
fn cases of zeto porosity, the conductivity is expressed by
Kr, and if there is a natural porosity (0o) then by Kpr.
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Repeatability and accuracy
rn t,.e interests of accuracy each sample was measured severar
times in the dry and wet states, and a mean was adopted. rn nost
cases repeatability was better than t3t. considering the accuracy
of measurer€nt of current, resistance and length of heater, the probeis capable of measuring to t2t accuracy. lrhe probe has been checked
by comparing results with thermal conductivities deternr-ined by ottrer
methods- An exampre of thermal conductivities measured by different
methods on the samples cut from the same core is presented in table
3.1.
3.3.4 Effect of ature and pressure on Conductivi
These effects are negligible in the case of shallow holes for a
wide variety of rocks. However for deeper welrs they could be
serious' The effect of temperature is to decrease the therrnal
conductivity whire pressure tends to increase it. The effects thus
cancel each other to some extent as the depth increases.(i) Effect of temperature
The effect is considerable in high gradient areas. rn
order to apply tltis correction, data on temperature dependence
have been conpired for various rock types using the varues
from Birch and Clark (1940). Ensor (1931), Kawada (Lg64l 
,
winkler (1952) and r,toissenko (196g) 
. The rerationship is
shown in fig- 3-10; it is found that at 20ooc the conductivity
of some rocks has decreased by as much as 3Ot.(ii) Effect of pressure
Ttre effect is small within the press're range prevailing
in the drill holes used in this study. A linear dependence
between pressure and thermar. conductivity can be assumed(Kappelmeyer and Haene1 , 1974) z
K=Ko (I+6p)
where Ko = thermal conductivity at
(= l^kgTgnt2') 
.
6 = pressure coefficient of thermal conductivity
(kg- 1cm2 )
P = pressure (kg cm-21.
d values have been adopted from Clark (1941). pressure curves forthe correction were compuLed for the two North rsl-and wells (Ruakituri
-1 and l'lidhurst-I) using density data from Garrick (19G9) and fromthe present study.
(3.s)
nomral pressure
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Table 3.1 Cornparison of ttrer:ural
methods.
ecnd,uetivity by diff€rent
* Measurercl blr prof. E.R. Decker at the University of wyoning(U.S.a.) r a,t 100O Brsi except fo: samgrle nunher 32G, which rms
measured at 5OO psi.
S.anple
Nunber Rock [Ype
Ihernal,Corrductivfty (W/moC)
Nedle pr,obe.,
using Woodrs
U€ta1
Needle Probe,
using eiri;l
method
Divided bar*
281
323
324
325
326
Si.Ltstone
Ardes,ite
Glseyracke
Sc-trist
gands:trrne
2.81
1.46
2,29
2.79
2,18
2.92
r.5l
2.O9
2.76
1.89
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3.4 OTHER MEASUREI{ENTS
The densities and porosity of all sampres, and tlle concentrations
of u,'Th, K and sio2 in serected samples, rrere measured. procedures
and results of these measurements wirl be presented in chapters 4
and 7.
3.5 sTATrsTrcAr TECENTQUES
Means, correration coefficients, and parameters of reast squares
straight-Iine, with their standard errors, have been computed by
the usual procedures. Methods of computation have been given in
Spiegel (I96f), ltacfadyen (1963), Meyer (f975) and Negi and pandey(1976).
3.6 HEAT FIPW CALCUI,ATION
3.6. I Methods
Three main methods can be used to combine geothermal gradient(G) with tllermal conductivity (K) in order to determine heat flow(Beck, 1965; Jaeger, 1965). These are:(i) the G-K metlod, which invorves the nurtiplication of mean
gradient with mean corductivity for the usefur depth range,(ii) the interval method, where an average heat frow is calo:lated
from the gradient and conductivity of several depth intervals,
and
(iii)the thermal resistance integral method
observations are combined according to
Tz = To + qlt (Di,/Ki)
i=I
where Tz is the temperature at depth z, Ki is the thermar
conductivity of tl.e i th 1ayer, of thickness Di, To is constant,
and q is the mean heat frow which can be found from the slope of
t]le line plotted between Tz and tn(Oirzxi).
i=I
Here the G-K and resistance integrar. methods have been
utilised in the calculation of heat flowi no significant difference
was noticed when both methods were applied to the same rocation.
The choice of metltod depended upon the nature of t]le temperature profile.
rn the case of a constant gradient with depth (especiarly in rnassive
homogenous rocks), with no systematic changes of conductivity, a mean
conductivity of arl t,-e sampres (sonetimes a weighted mean) is
combined with the least squares gradient. rn the case of stratified
rocks having distinct differences of conductivity (as refrected in
the temtrrerature profile) the resistance integral mettrod has been used.
(Bullard, 1939), in which
equation
(3.6)
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3.6.2. Presentation of Results
rMean' in this thesis refers to the unweighted arithnetic
mean of all the sampres used. N is the number of samples. sometimes,
if the sampling is very uneven, a weighted mean is used. Gradients,
corrected for tbe geological history of the area wherever desirabLe,
refer to the corresPonding depth interval only. Attached errors are
the standard errors of the gradient calculation.
where standard errors (shown as + ) have been assigned they
represent only statistical errors and relate to the internal consistency
of the measurements.
The tabulated standard errors of heat flow combine the standard
errors of mean gradient and mean conductivity; in the resistance
integral mettrod this corresponds to the error of the srope. rn
inclined boreholes the vertical com;nnent of ttre depth was used.
Depttrs are given in meters from ground surface in land areas and
from the sea froor in offshore areas. Arr elevations are from mean
sea level. rn the tables of heat flow, an indication of whether or
not geological correctiops wer€ necessary is given. lfrierever heat flow
is calculated by resistance integral method, quoted conductiwities
are weighted means.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS OF THERry4L CONDUCTIVTTY AND DENSTTY }TEASUREIMNTS
AND RFI,ATIONSHIP, WTTH OTHER PARAMETERS
4.1 INTRODUCTTON
-
A knowl'edge of rock therrnar conductivity and density is essential
in the study of various geophysicar problems. Ttrermal conductivity
prays a particurarly important rore in the carcufation of deep-seated
temperatures. The main sources of conpired information of thermar
conductivity and density are those given by Dary et ar. (1966) , crark(1966) and Kappelmeyer and Haenel (1974). fn this chapter we have
attempted to summarize the results of thermal conductivity and density
measurements on New Zearand rocks, and to study the relationships
with other parameters such as geologic age, depth, porosity and
composition. such relationships courd lead to the estimation of
therrnal conductivity in cases where only such other parameters areknown- Results of regression anaryses of these parameters are given in
table 4 .1.
oNsHIP WITH GEOLOGIC AGE, DEPTH
AND POROSTTY
-
Dry, wet and particre densities have been measured using
conventional met]-ods- To obtain the dry density, the dry weight ofthe sample lras measured after oven-drying for 12 to 15 hours at r.Oooc.
Ttre sample hras then praced in lrater under partial vacuum for 24 xo
48 hours- After saturation the wet weight and volume of the sampre
vrere measured and the densities calculated using foll0wing relation:
dry density = dry weight/volume
wet density = wet weightr/volume
This enables us to carculate the particle density from the relationparticle density = dry density/(1 + dry density _ r"ret density)in which r^rater is taken as having unit density.
For friable specimens, dry density was measured using wax as a
coating material, and particle density lras measured by pycnometer.
Then the calcuration of wet density was made using the relation
wet density = I + dry density 
- 
(dry density/particle density)
rn these measurements, weights were measured correct to 0.01 qm.
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Table 4.1 Parameters of regression arurlysis
P = wet density (g/"a"
0o = porosicy
K 
- llet t}lerllal conductivity (tvmoc)
D = Depth (nr)
S = SiO2 content (t)
t 
= obtained from linear regression using a statiEtical package (Nie et ar., 1975!.
Paraneters
Rock type
Nurtrer
data
GTOE
'.1 o
dU
oq
l. a,ooUU
F Value(Gitical P
value at
95t leve-l)
Linear equationr Fig
let density arrl porosity Sandstone 37 0.85 loo. l8(- 4.oo) p - l-2.L7 t..22)0o+2.63 4.1
{et density and porosity llud-nudstone
siltston€,
shale, clay
49 0.79 79.73(- 4.00) P " (-I.59t.rs)0o+2.s6 il .1
{et density and porosity Lest other
rocks
55 0.87 169.58(- 4.OOl P = l-2.26t.17)0o+2.6s 4.1
fet density and porosity A.l.l data 14t o.84 336.97(- 4.00) p - (-t.95r.rl)0o+2.62 1l .1
,et thernal conductivity
and depth
Sandstone
Mud-oudstone
siI t-Eiltstone
qq o.62 31 .46(- 4.oo) K - (.541,O9' lO-rD+2.O1 4.2
{et thernal corductivity
and porosity Sandstone 58 0.49 r8.14(,4.00) x - (_4.94tl.16)0o+4.21 4.1
{et th€rrial cpnductivity
and porosity
Uudstone 66 o.57 30,50(- {.oo) K = (-3.0?t.55)0o+3.00 4,3
det therhal conductivity
and porosity
Siltstone 39 0.53 l4 .16(- 4.00) K = (-2.601.59,0o+3.02 {-3
let thermal conductivity
and porosity
All data 163 o.52 59.77(- 4.OO) r( - (_4.38t.57)0 +3.58'o 4.1
iiet therna.L corductivity
and uet density
Dlud-mudstone
siltstone,
shale. clay
49 o.7 4 56.04(- a.oo) K = 
(2.Itt.28) F2.33 4.4
iet therdEl conductivity
and Si02 content Schist o .99
170.90(- 5.99) X - (.I5t.OL)s-5.90 4,5
det t}|ernal conductivity
and SiOz content
Sandstone 25 o.6l 13.68(- 4.20) K - (.551.15)lO-rs+.48 4.{,
,ret therEal conductivity
and SiO2 content
AII data lol o. tl4 24.t5(- 4.00) K = (.50t.10)lo-ts+.25 4.7
lean wet therrral
:onductivl,ty vs tnean
SiO2 conLent
Sedinentary
rocks
9 0.68 5.15(- 5.r2) t( - (.73i.30)I0 's-1.26 4.6
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Finally, the porosity was obtained by subtracting dry density from
wet density. Ttris is called the natural porosity; it is concerned
with pores to which groundwater has access in naturar conditions.
4'2'2 Density Results 3nd Rel&n=h,re:_w!!l, other parameters
The results of density measurements on New Zealand rocks are
summarized in table 4-2, which revear-s large variations. rn the
sedimentary rocks the wet density is r.owest for clayey rocks (apart
from coar) and highest for argirlite. Among the igneous rocks the
lowest densities are for pumi-ce and the highest for diorites. rngeneral' the densities of the sedirnentary rocks tend to increase with the
age' as shown in tabre 4.3, which includes only those data where tfiegeorogic age rdas known accurately from the stratigraphic logs. The
youngest rocks (Pliocene-Holocene) have a wet density of 2.21 g/cm3,
and densities increase to 2.6g g/cm3 for the pareozoics, simir.ar tothe value used in gravity correctlons.
There appears a possibility that the relation between density and
age Inay not always hord for the paleocene and Eocene periods, when somedensities are considerably rower. since this inference is based on a
small number of data, it may arise due to inadequate sarnpling. However,it nust be mentioned here that some unusuarry low wet densities (as low
as 2'16 g/cm3) have been measured for lGpuni sandstone in t]',e Taranaki
region, which belong to an Eocene-L.origocene age. r-ower densities forthese periods have arso been reported by Hatherton and r.eopard (1964)
and Garrick (1969) 
- No such relation between geo]_ogic age and densityis apparent in the igneous and metarnorphic rocks. rn generar the rockdensities increase with depth. This increase is due to the increasein overburden pressure, with progressive loss of porosity. The
relationship between the wet density and tl.e naturar porosity is shownin fig. 4.1, r+hich indicates how the density decreases as the porosityincreases, for all rock types.
ITH DENSITY,
4.3.1 Thermal Conductivity of New Zealand Rocks
The results of thermal conductivity measurements on
have been sunmarized in tabl e 4.4. Attention is drawn topoints:
58I samples
the following
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Trble 4.2 tfeasured DeasitJ,€s lgy'cml-tt
n is the nulibet O-f <teptbs ot sites
t irdicate.a a Gtlndard error
nock Type Dry Detr3ity Fet Densltv Fartl'clc Density
Xange .]l6ann Fttg€ UDann n n nge lL|n
luud - 
uuastone
|:::::::::::::
[.38 - ?.66
1.61 - 2.66
I.10 - 2.66
2,32 - 2.63
2.33 - 2..?0
l.{5 - r"9?
2,2:t - 2.71
2,.19 - t.63
2.54 
- 2,5?
r,se I a.z:
1.58 - 2.t2
2.51 - '2.55
r.75 
- 2.19
2.62,- 2.9't
2.s1 - 2.?6
:r.,ll -' 2.54
2,17i..06
2" 32t"O8
2 . 34t.O5
2,..l3t.lio
l"2l
2r 59*r,06
r.70*. t5
2.531.05
2.46,t.10
2.56i.o1
2.*5
2'"od
2..3{.t.38
a.30*.,x.2
1.ll
2.371.Ot
I igt!.2.?
2.0t,
4,78i. 16
1.18
z.6a''.97
Zt,J6'
2.Jrlq.l€
3
I
6
3
4
:
I
I
3
9.
I
z
2
I
:
I
3
t
Bl
l*l5
a{
t.77 - 2..67
2.O1 
- 
2.6?
r.51 - 2.?0
2"34 - 2.55
2.60 - 2.7L
l.e{ - 2.2J
2.38 -, 2.i2
2,34 - 2.6:7
2,55 
- 
2.58
r.gs ] ,2.2.{
!'io! - 2.io
2.1;2 - 2-SA
1.,99 - 2.89,
2;63 
-. 2'91
2-57 - 2,80
L.?? - 2.61
34'
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3
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I
I
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I
2
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I
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8
2,32t.o4
2;d2l;0€
2.43t.O4
l.{7.*.09
.l 
.35
2.621.05
2.Oei. t1
2,581,O4
2.53!.O?
2.57t .O:,
2-5S
2.18
2.tl8t.25
2..eat;97
1.67
2 .6st .O3
2.1{t . 1.5
2.46
8JCl.t5
r 
-5{
2.7It.O7
2.77
2.A81.13
74
4S
77
l4
?
E
I
l{
6
5
I
12
I
2
,.
10
2:
7
,
t
3
I
I
7
2
v3
r.8s - 3.t2
2;O3' 2.87
t.8? - 2,8r
2,t7 - 2.73
l.3l 
- 
1..0o
2.92 
- 
2.15
2-2€ - 2.85
2.24 - 2.76,
2.87'- 2-76
2.rsa - 2.61
2.60 - 2.84t
2.35 - 2.52
2.49 
- 
2.83
2.36 - 2.8a
2.03 - l.6e
2.38 : 2.85
2.29 - 2.43
2-44 - 2.96
2.9 - 2.88
4.3? - 2.78
2,00 - ?,8t)
e.53t.o2
2.54i.O3
2.55,t,O?
e.3l',,o3
l.39t.o{
2.68i.03
2.55r.06
2.631.O4
2,67t.O3
2.581iOl
2.lt
2.? i.O2
2.42
2:,d4t.I)8
2.67i.,Ot
2'59!.05
2.36*.33
3;61t'.o6
?.361.07
2.O9
'2.?51.10
a.52
I-46
2 . 7lt.0l
2.57t.81
2.5Lt.O2
t-:--------lshale
I
1"".t
Frgilllt€
I
lclay.€lay€tsn€
I
lorey|Jacke
lti.nestorn
lCo4Elo6eF.te
EClrtontte'
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l}Jff
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Ignitdrritc
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3n-et,9p
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Table 4.3 Age and denstty of, sedimentary rocks
n :is the nura)cer of detrltlrs onr sibes
t indicates a standard error
AGE UEAN DENSITIES ( g/.gm3)
n DRY n ISET n PABTICI,E
IioLocen-e-F,Liocene
Ml-ocene
OLi'goeene
Eocene
Paleoaene
!!egogoic
Faleozo,ic
26
24
t0
3
I
2I
2
r-.,99 t .07
2,32 t .s4
a.51 ! .o5
2.A7 t ,22
L-77
2.4V t .43.
2.65 t .01
26
24
lo
3
J-
?L
2
2.2:J, t .O5
2.4L t .03
2.56 t .04
2.43 * .10
2.05
2.53 t .O2
2.6E t .00
55
66
3r-
25
4
47
4,
3.57 t .03
2.56 t .o,tr
2.52 L .O3
2:.4\ t .Az
2.47 * .01
2,.59 t .02
2.7r t .03
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Table 4.4 lfet Thennal Conductivity (Vmoc)
RCIqK TYPE N(n)
i$ucl - lludstone
Sand - Sandstone
Sitt 
- 
Siltstone
Irimestsne
Grejmacke
ArgilX,ite
Shale
Cl.ay- Claystone
Be.ntonite-
ecal
GraveL
Conglomerate
!4ixed Rocks
Breccia
Tuffs
Fwrlce
Voleani-es
Dolerite
Basal-t
Granite
Diorite
.Bndesite
I,gnnnbrite
Rhyolite
Euhist
cneiss
1.3,9 
- 
4.50
L.45 
- 6.55
L.73 
- 
3.98
2.0t6 
- 
4.18
1.59 
- 3.og
2.23 
- 6 OG
1.90 - 3.28
1.76 
- 
3.05
0.39 
- 0.65
1.5,8 
- 2.58
3.O8 
- 5.51
1.39. 
- 4.7s
I.63 
- 2.OO
1.64 
- t.?9
r.zo I z.g:
2.44 - 5.33
2.42 
- 3.9L
L.46 
- 2.29
2.22 - 2.44
2.79 
- 6.\4
2.45 t .o7
3.54 t .tr
2,63 t 
.O8r
3.17 t 
.30
2,22 *, .L2
3.96 t -40
2.65 t ,13
2.24 t .r3
2.53
0,s2 t .13
1.95 1 .08
3.94 t .43
2.87 t .1O
1.82 t .tg
t.72 ! .08
l_.38
2. r.0
2.12
?.29 t .33
3.59 t .40
2.92 !, .50
1.9O t .09
2.33 1 .n
2.,'50
3t.92 ! 
.47
2.54
L26(?4)
99 (V7'
87 (116)
E (6)
17 (X3)
lt_ (9)
24 (L4'
13 (e)
3 (1)
3(2)
13 (l_2)
7 (5)
LL5(V2'
3 (21
2(2)
1tlt
1(.1)
r (1)
4 (4l
Ir (7)
4 (1',,
10 (10)
2(21
I (1)
r0 (7)
1(1)
Note;'- N is total unriber of sarlx)les nreasured
n fs the nunber of, detrrths or sites
l&an refers to n and t indieates a standard err.or
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(i) The conductivity of a particurar lithorogicar type can vary
by up to four times or nore. The rargest variation, from r.46
to 6.55 vrnoc has been recorded in sandstones, This has a
mean of 3.54 w,/moc; rGpperrneyer and Haener (Lg74) have reported
a mean of 3.2q w/moc at 5Ooc.(ii1 surprisingly, the highest conductivity has been found for
argillite (3.96 w,zmoc), congrornerate (3.94 w/*oc) and schist(3.92 vmoc) . Ttris is because many of the sampres were quartzose
in nature- sandstones are normarly regarded as the nrost highly
conductive rocks.
(iii)As expected, the rowest conductivity, a.52 w/noc is associated
with coal.
(iv) 16r mean conductivities of the various vorcanic rocks (1.3g 
-
2-50 wrfuoc) are on average lower than those of sedimentary rocks(1.95 
- 3.96 w,/moc) and metanprphic rocks (2.g4 _ 3.g2 w,/moc).
4.3-2 Geologic Age, Depth of overburden and porosit
According to lGppelmeyer and Haenel (1974), the thernal conductivity
of rocks in Germany increases with a9e, and this in general seens to be
valid for New Zealand rocks also (tafte 4.5) . The sedj.mentary rocks show
a few exceptions, but these are possibly due to inadequate sampring.Conductivity also seems to increase with depth. Such a relation is
shown in fig- 4.2 for a few rock types from the Taranaki basin; a
similar relation holds true for other basins. Evans (Lg77) and
llatsubayashi and uyeda (1979) obtained simirar results for the North
Sea and for offshore Malaysian regions.
These relationships are consistent with an increase of compactness
wittr depth, as is arso often indicated by sonic werl rogs, in whichtransit-time usually decreases with depth. The decrease in therrnal_
conductivity with porosity can be seen for a few rock types fromfig' 4'3; this is in conformity witll the earlier studies of woodside
and Messmer (1961) and ptewa (1976).
4'3'3 Relationship between Thernar conductivity and Densit
Horai (1971) found ttrat for rpst rninerals, conductivity is a linearfunction of density for constant mean atornic weight. An increase of
conductivity with density in rocks has also been reported by cermak(1973), Hurtig and Schlosser (1976), and parasnis (1926) 
. Here
we consider the measured wet thermal conductivity and wet density of
specimens to see if any relationship exists between them. The pr_ot
between the two parameters (fiq. 4.4) reveals thar:
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Fig. 4.'2 Thermal conduitivity vs depth: Taranaki Basin.
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(i) the t]lermal conductivity of clayey rocks (shale, mud_mudstone,
sirtstone and cray) seems to increase with density. The spread
of data for these rock types is shown by a dashed enverope in
fig. 4.4.
(ii) the thermal conductivity of other rocks rnay increase initially
untir the density reaches about 2.2 g/cm?, after which trre
conductivity is governed by other factors such as comlnsition.
Previous studies have shown that sandstone normarry has higher
conductivity tl.an npst other rocks because it is rargely made up of
quartz. During the conductivity measurements, it arso appeared that
rocks having higher quartz content showed higher conductivity. so
whil-e measuring the u, Th and K content of sampres we arso measured
the si02 content in the hope of finding a reration between si02
content and thermal conductivity. rn addition to quartz, however,
the Si02 content may be affected by other mineral,s, such as are
conunonly present in clay. Ttre accuracy of measurement of si02 content
was about +1t.
The plot of thermal- conductivity against sioz content is shown in
frg- 4.5 for schists and in fig.4.6 for sandstones. The trend is
more or less clear- rn fig- 4.7 the plot for all- data is shown. Here
the wide scatter is due to the igneous rocks. Ttre trend is again
clear in fig - 4 -a, in which the average values of si02 content and of
conductivity are pl0tted for each of the nine different types of
sedimentary rock.
The above correrations suggest that if the porosity were constant
there should be a simpr-e relationship between thermar conductivity
and si02 content, in the rocks where si02 is present mainry in ttre
form of quartz, as in sandstones and guartzites. Ttre highest
conductivity occurs when the sio2 content is high and porosity is row.
The strong correlation for schists (fig. 4.5) is due to the fact that
all the samples were guartzose in nature. However, the rerationship
may not hold good in cases where rnost of the sio2 is present in other
forms, such as volcanic alass (rhyorite, ignimbrite, and andesite),
clay ninerals (mudstone, siltstone, sandstone, greln"racke, altered
andesites), ortloclase (ignimbrite, rhyolite, graniter etc.), pLagiocl"ase(granite, andesite), and pyroxene (andesites) 
. Somewhat similar
conclusions hrere drawn by sass et a1. (196g) and Kappermeyer and Haenel(7e741.
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4.4 eoNcl,usroN
N*r, zearand rocks e*ribit a ratge variation in density and
the!.*ar conducti.vity (tabr.es 4.2 and 4.4). The densities are cloaelr,
relat'ed to ag-e, dept}, and In:rosity. rtrere is a poseibility that the
Eogels-p.Leocene rocks nright be assoeiated witjr lower densLties ttran
those of origoeene and l.{iocene ages i rh ger.renar in<rreased crensityis also related to increased sonductivity, esipecially in clay roeks.
rt appea.re tlrat the conductivity of sedLnentary roeks and also of
schists is primar'ity a function of sio2 content if, th. sio2 i.s Srres-entin the for-m of quarte, but it also depends on density, porosity, agre
-and detrrtlr. ft is ttrus pos,sible to make an
conduativity if the values of these related
but suctr estim.ites are of lirnited acsuragy.
estilrate of ttrernbt
tr)asaneters are knowno
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CHAPTER 5
TERRESTRIAL HEAT FLOW TN THE NORTH ISI,AND
5.I TNIRODUCTTON
The heat flow resurts from this study are presented in trro
9roups: (i) North fsland (chapter 5); and (ii) South Istand(chapter 6). The najority of sites are rocated in eight major
sedinentary basins (fig. 5.1) which have been explored in detail
by petroreum companies. The North rsrand contains four of these
basins: Northrand, waikato, Taranaki-wanganui, and East coast.
All heat frow resurts for the Norttr rsrand, arong wittr pertinent
details, are summarized in Tabte 5.r, and the regional distributions
of geothernal gradient and heat flow are shown in figs. s-2 and 5.3
respectiveryl Temperature profires and lithol0gs for specimen
boreholes are shown in figs- 5.4-5-11, 5.13-5.24 and 5.27-s.29 to
which reference is included in the table. Basic temperature data for
all the locations are incLuded in Appendix l. Additional details and
connents are given for some boreholes in sections 5.2 to 5.g.
5.2 NORTITERN PART OF THE NORTII TSIAND
Much of this region is occupied by the Northrand Basin, which
extends over the Auckland Peninsula from south of the Manukau Harbourto North cape. permian-Jurassic basement is overlain by rnarine upper
cretaceous and Tertiary rocks. The southern portion of the basin
extends for about 120km north-south and contains 600-go0 m of
Lower Miocene Waitemata beds, probably lying directly over the
basement. rn the centrar and northern portions the !{aitemata bedslie either directly on ttre basement (grelnuacke and argillites) or on
Iower Tertiaries which rest on basement.
Northland 
-I
This borehole
stone and mudstone,
at 578.2 rn.
Bridgemanrs 
-2 (Waiwera)
rn the smarl coastar town of waiwera, several bores drilred forprivate and commercial use yierd t,.ermar ground water whose originis unknown- A vorcanic origin is precruded by chemical and other
evidence; the source depth is suggested to be ress than 2200 m(Auckland Regional water Board Report, fggO). Ttre main rock formations
* See Appendix 3, p.l75a.
penetrated rnainly shale with a srnall amount of sand_
before reaching volcanic basement composed of basalt
5. 2.L Nortlrland-Auckland
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Table 5.1 Heat flou data: [orth fsl.nd
oq\
o3r
E gs
e&#
5o
Heat flow
(nrVn2)
'1 'l I ceothernral
* 5 Hlor gradient
" *8i! (oclrn)
oU
5 o"pth! ^ range
'!Ei - (tn)
E
Nale of
borehole
Ipcation
Pig.I6ng.(E)
trt.
(s)
85.5
L52.7
2,3
t74o4l' 3.0
174o33,
I 74o50 t
L74osz,
lTsoro,
175oo9' lo
17soo9, tt , z
lTsoll, 60.9
lz5oo8' 23.g
l75oll'
t75ot 5. 43
l?soli, 61
l?5o19 , 31.7
t75ot3' 26.5
I ?5011 , 3J. 5
Coromardel Reqion
DD2 fi{hitianga)36oso, L1So42,
l{estern Platfom
ltoA -lB 3go3o,
Tane 
-l 38056'
Maui 
-t 3go4o,
uaul 
-2 3903?'
tlaui 
-3 39032'
Cook 
-l 4Oo27'
173o2l 
-158.2
lTzoi8, 
-t53.9
l?3o19'-1lo.G
r73o27'-1o9.4
r73o27, 
-1o9.4
L72oI7, 
-t24.4
Taranaki Graben
Turi 
-1 38030' 174026' 
-57
urenui 
-l 39ool' t74o2l. 64.6
Republic Neu 39004' I74oO2, 4.0Plyrbuth 
-l
Republic Neu
Plymuth 
-2 39004' L74oO2, 4.3
Republic New
Plllmcut}r 
-3 39og4' L74oO2, 4.3
R€public New
Plyrnouth 
-4 39oo{, :r7loez. 3.2
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-l 39004, l?4o19, !72.5
Ner PlyrbutlF2 39095' l74o93, 41.6
t/tcKee 
-l 39006' l?4ozo, 9I
Inglerood 
-l 39oI3' l74olZ, 110.3
6 2.11 46.76
t7 2.54 35.75
2 3.091.04 disturbed
13 2.21 .t6 29.25!.30
- 2.31 36.661.74
- 2 -40 25.39t. ?8
2.43 37.65
2.51 39.76
25 2.77 dlsturbed
2.29 27.73
2-47 2A-23t2.06
2.2a 37.75!1.95
- 2.36 26.60
2.55 25.OO
- 2.36 33,83
- 2.36 48.09
5 2-21!.14 30.32
Northland-Auckland Region
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-l 35006, 173o27,
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0-6 20
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0-594 .4
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o-1566. I
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90.8!6.9
dlsturbed
64 .7!4.1
8{ .7
60.9
9l .stl . 7
99 .8!l . 3
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86. I
52 .8
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67 .O!4.2
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BHT' s.{
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t
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BHT+
+
BHT
+8lfT
BHT+ .
+
BTxt
+Probe 5. ll
+
BHT
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a
BHT
a
BHT
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t. llarvey.s 36035,
( Oreua )
xumeu 3604?,
Penrose 36056'(Auckland )
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32.52!.66T 55.912.57
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I
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I70-89 
-J
1954.4-3375.7 lo
o-4354.I l0
82?.5- 3380.5 5
950.40-3424.1 I
1697,4-1253.1 6
959.6-2534.4 7
I 140. l-4004.5 9
9r3,5-3803.9 16
0-962.4
o- 911
o-74 5. I
0-947.2 1
1584.4-4086-8 I
239.a-4420.7 t4
I8 3t- 3897..1
2514-5051 
. r I
52.4!1.86 107.318.?
62.4 tl 
. 
g6Tt 07 . 3!B . 7T
29.8511.93 80.31?,3
29.11.41 85.3111.4
24.O4 77.916.9
25.94 88.?i8.4
24.L9 77.9*7.5
35.4911.97 lt6.6it5-?
41.37 95.20
36.50 83.2
34.3t2, I8 78.2
29.66t1.1.9 99.?il?.1
31.32 90.215.6
25.33 80.315.2
36.28 106.3!4.0
4 1.72!.13
2.69!.L7
2.93!. 39
3.24
3.42
3.22
3.851.42
3 
- 
I 5 3l .97 tOO. ?t7. I BHTr
3.25!.40 25.7811.65 8?.Oll2.OO BHT+
2.33 30.86!4.08 ?8.1 BHT+
2.30
2.2A
2.2A
3. 36! . 56
2.88
3. r7
<.25
B8T+
+-
AHT
8HT'
t
BHT
BHT
a
8t{T
5. l5
5. t6
5.16
5.t7
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Table 5.1 Heat flou datar North Island (Contrnued)
Name of
borehold
Location
Lat, lpng.(s) (E)
Geotherual Heat floeqradient (nw7a';
(-C,/krn)
o
t{
et
3 "g g Ft!'
*&3r.5
+)
c
u
G^>E
0Jv
I
d>^6.d (J
cSroN 6l.oE
" !, d r\
-.co3! cY
U
Depth
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(n)
Toko 
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at waiwera are the waitemata sandstone and siltstone, which rest on
grelmacke basement. waitemata rocks are forded and fractured and
form an aquifer for the thermal waters. The temperature was measured
in a borehole which has been standing unused for severar npnths. Trre
temperature profile and lithorog as shown in fig . s.4 are simir_ar to
those in nearby wells (Simpson, l98O).
Ttre temperature profile obtained in this hore is a crassicar
example of the effect of a faulted aquifer, by which ground water frows
up to a much shalr-ower leve], giving, above that level, a geothermar
gradient which is much steeper than normar for the region. rt wirr
be noted that the observed temperature gradient near tle surface is
about seven times greater than in two holes at Orewa (fig. 5.5; Studt
and Thompson, 1969), situated = 7km away. This appears to support the
evidence mentioned above, that the source depth for the rrater in the
aquifer is rather Less than 22eO m.
This borehole was drilled to a depth of 975.5 m and penetrated t].e
waitenata group, comprising predominantly interbedded It{iocene sandstone
and siltstone, resting on the Mesozoic areywacke basement at 960 m.
we measured the temperature (fis. 5.5), about 16 months after drilling,
to a depth of 42o m, below wh.ich the hore seems to have colrapsed.
Kumeu
Tenp€rature measurements hrere carried out about 11 months afterdrilring. The profire and ritholog are shown in fig. 5.6. No sampres
were availabre' we therefore estimated the thennal conductivity frorn
the orewa borehole, which penetrated similar rocks, and from two
representative sampres of waitenrata sandstone and sirtstone kindry
supplied by Dr B. waterhouse, N.z. Georogicat survey, otara, Auckrand.
Penrose (Auckland)
Tttis 426 m deep borehoLe is in Auckland city. The temperature profile
was measured after tJle lapse of a few years to a depth of r40 m, berow
which the hore seems to have collapsed. Ttre temperatures and litholog
are shown in fig. 5.6. since no samples were available the thermaL
conductivity was estimated in a simirar manner to ttrat of Kumeu, as
the rocks penetrated were also waitemata sandstone and siltstone.
Pukekohe
Ttris borehole was
measured after about 5
were disturbed down to
topographic correction
drilled on the pukekohe plateau. Temperatures were
montl:s, and are shown in fig. 5.7. I'he temperatures
about 105 m, the top 60-65 m being in air. A
was calculated for this location but was found
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to be less than 0.5t, and was therefore neglected.
9.2.2 Waikato Basin
Ttris basin extends through the rower waikato River 
- Huntry
area; it includes the Harnirton and Hauraki basins, and covers an
area of about 9000 sq.kn- Basement of mainly folded grelnuacke is
overl-ain by coal rneasures, mudstone, sandstone, siltstone and limestone
of upper Eocene to rower Miocene age, reaching a thickness of over
1500 n. These are overlain by a further pliocene _ e,uaternary
sequence which is composed of cray, rignite, peat, graver and sand,
and reaches a tl:ickness of about 300 m. A large number of borehores
have been drilled around Huntly in connection wittr coal, which occurs
in the upper Eooene waikato coal measures of the Te Kuiti group. Heat
floYr was determined for 11 locations in ttre waikato basin, 6 of these
being in the coalfield. Therrnal conductivity sampres were available
only for three coa] borehores and one petroleum hore (Te Rapa 
-r).
rt appears that rock formations of this field are fairly uniform in
nature from borehole to borehole (N. Fowke, pers. conun.). Therefore
in the heat flow carculations the mean conductivity values of the rocks(Table 5-2) have been used, except for the Te Rapa 
-r borehole.
Huntly 6534, eL23, 8178, gO22
In these boreholes, temperatures have been used which were recorded
continuously wittr depth about two days after drilling had ceased. The
temperature profiles are shown in figs. 5.g and 5.g where values taken
at 5 ur intervals from the continuous records are included arong with
the lithorog of the borehole. Lithologic changes are crearly reflected
in these profiles. Ttre upper parts of the profile seem to be disturbed
in some holes, while measurements are clearly disturbed belor,l l2o m in
borehole 81?8, presumably due to ground water circulation; as a result,
no heat flow has been evaruated for this location. Heat fror for the
other three locations ranges from 63.5 to 99.g m W/mz.
Huntly 8333
The temperature-depttr
is shown in fig. 5.10. fn
less than a day.
Huntly 9674
profile and tJ-e litholog of the borehole
this case the borehole standing time was
This borehole was drilled to a depth of I35 m but
could be measured only down to g9 m (fig. 5.10), about
the completion of drilling. The hole penetrated 74.4 m
the temperature
55 hours after
of peat, sand
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Table 5-2 Mean therrnal conductivity: Huntly borehor"es
Rock Type Total"
number
of
samples
Conductivity (w/rnoC)
Range Mean
Sandstone
SiLtstone
Mudstone
Claystone
Greyracke
Coal
8
6
4
4
I
z
I .86-5.75 3 .47
t .77-3.70 2 .67
I. 55-3 .02 2 .35
2.06-2.92 2.49
3.09
-3I-.47 .39
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and clay, forl0wed by mudstone and coal between 74.4 and gg m.Waikato 
-I ,2,4,s
These borehores were drirred to a maximum depth of 1032.1 m,and penetrated mainly sandstone, punice, siltstone, rnudstone andshale with smalr anrounts of rignite, cray and vorcanics, beforereaching the grelruacke basement. A rarge variation in calcutratedheat flow, from 62.9 to 113.5 mw/mz has been found.
Te Rapa 
-1
This hore penetrated rnainly sandstone, sirtstone, cray,shale' besides some purnice, tuff and lignite of upper EoceneHol0cene age- Ttre Triassic-Jurassic areyracke basement is at
and
to
1645 n.5. 3 COROI\,IANDEL REGTON
Itris region is characterised by the presence of rhyorite, andesiteand purniceous pyroclasticsr mainly of Miocene-pl.iocene age. Jurassicgrey*acke basement is exposed at a few places. Heat flow has beendetermined for a borehole at Vfhitianga.
DD2 
- Wtritianga
Ttris hote was drirled to a depth of 20g m and passed ttrrough 72 mof Quaternary rocks and 10 m of purnice sand a-bove various pumice sandsand silts, rapirri breccias and subwelded tephras of the wtritianga group.The temperatures (measured after one rnonth of drilling) are shown infig' 5'11. Four samples from this werl, obtained between 97.5 and 191.1m have been used for conductivity deterrnination. Since the borehole issituated in an area of nroderate relief, a topographic correction wascalculated. rhis turned out to be ress ttran 2.5t and can t,.us beneglected.
5.4 TARAT{AKI-WANGANUI BASTN
Tttis is one of ttre largest upper cretaceous-cenozoic sedinrentarybasins in New zearand, covering an area of about 4o,ooo sq.km (fig. 5.1).rt is located at a considerable distance on the continentar side of thesubduction zone and contains a Tertiary sequence of estimated thickness5,000 
- 8,ooo m- The Basin is divided into two parts by a north_southtrending structure, the Tongaporutu-patea basement high, which isbounded to the west by the large Taranaki Fault, with a tlrrow of about7km' To the west of this fault r-ies the Taranaki Basin. on the easternside of the basement high is a faur-t with a throw of about r5oo m, whichbounds the wanganui Basin. No hot springs are reported from the entireTaranaki-wanganui basin. All the boreholes are rocated in areas of very
7s
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rpderate relief- However, since an active andesitic volcano (Mt
Egunont 2518 m) is located in the middle of the Taranaki Basin, the
topographic effect has been calculated for the nearest location, Kapuni
-8' which is situated l4km arday. Irhe correction was found to be
negligible and has been neglected. No other kind of correction was
found necessary.
5.4.1 Taranaki Basin
This basin contains an arrnost comprete successi.on of Eocene t
Recent sediments, and consists of tqo major structural features; t.e
western Platform and the Taranaki Graben. Andesitic volcanism has been
active in the nortlern part of the Taranaki Graben. some structurar
anticlines are associated wittr oil 
- 
gas condensate (McBeath , Lg77).
Basement is thought to be made up of lresozoic-palezoic sediments,
granite, diorite and schist. stratigraphic sequences penetrated in t5e
onshore part of the Taranaki Basin are shown in fig. 5.12.
Western platfornr
Moa 
-18
Rock types in the depth interval of the heat flow calcurations are
Paleocene-ltiocene rnudstone, sandstone, sirtstone and shale, with rninor
limestone, down to 3349.1 m, where the r-ower Devonian-siturian basenent ]
lTas encountered- rtris basement is composed of quartz 
- feldspathicbiotite schist grading to a guartz 
- 
ferdspathic amphiborite gneiss. ,
Tane 
-1
Lithologic and temperature variations are shown in fig. 5.r3.
Basement is comSrcsed of fresh pare biotite granite. No corrections
were needed to the tenperature data, since these had already been applied
by the oil company.
Ivlaui 
-1r2r3
These three borehores are drilled over the offshore llaui structure,
which forms one of the nain gas 
- condensate fields. The formations are
siurilar to those in trre onshore Taranaki borehores (fis. 5.r2) and
differ from Maui 
-4, which is drirled in the Taranaki Graben comprex.
The basement is comlnsed of upper cretaceous quartzite and quartz mica
schist conglomerate (r{aui 
-r); pareozoic hornbrende diorite (!{aui 
-2);
and Paleocene shale, sandstone, siltstone, and congromerates of quartzite
and sodic aranite (Maui 
-3). 19 samples have been measured for conductivity.
lrhe mean conductivity of each formation used in the heat frow calculations
is given in Table 5.3. calculated heat florps vary from 77.9 xo gg.7
mw/mz. Ttre temperature profile and lithorog of one of the welrs (laaui 
-1)is shown in fig. 5.I3.
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Table 5.3 Stratigraphy and mean thermal conductivity:
Maui 
- Lr2,3.
Nane of formation Geologic age !4ajor Rock llpe llean conductivity
(w,/moc)
Superficial deposits Recent
Matenateaonga/
' Tangahoe
P.lriocene-
Quaternary
Mudstone inter-
bedded with
sandstone
Urenui formation
equivalent
U. Ir4iocene-
L. Pliocene Silty mudstone 2.7I
Waikiekie formation
equivalent U. Miocene Siltstone 2.67
l,lokau-Mohakatino
forrnation
eguivalent
M. lvliocene
MainJ-y sandstone,
with mudstone an<
silt stone
4. 35
l,lahoenui formation
equivalent L. to M.!(iocene Hard mudstone 2.54
Takajca 
- Te kuiti
formation
eguivalent
Oligocene 
-L. l'liocene Limestone 3.24
Kapuni formation
equivalent Paleccene -U. Eocene
Sandstone, shale 2.54
Pakawau formation
equivalent U. cretaceous Conglomerate ofquartziter s€lrd-
stone, quartz
mica schist,
diorite, silt-
stoner granite
3.28
Rotoroa lgneous
compLex
equivalent Paleozoic
Hornblende
diorite 3.91
80
Cook 
-1
The temperature profile and litholog of the borehole are shotn
in fig- 5-14. conductivity ranged from 2.85 to 4.73 w/moc, with a
mean of 3-85 t o-42 w/moc, which is quite high and seens to be rerated
to the higher sio2 content (74.r to g6 .2+1. The heat ftow of 136.6 t
16'7 nw/m2 is also the highest that has been measured in tl.e Taranaki-
Wanganui basin.
Taranaki Graben
Republic New pllrmouth 
- 
l, 2 , 3, 4
rhese boreholes are located in the Moturoa oil field near New
Plynouth; the greatest depth reached was 960 m. Ttrey penetrate rainly
upper Miocene to Recent mud.stone, siltstone and sandstone, with some
conglomerate, volcanics, dolomite and quartz. onry one sampre of sandy
and muddy siltstone was availarrre for conductivity measurement.
For ottrer rock tlpes the conductivity varue has been taken from New
Plyrouth 
-2 borehole, which is less than 2krn distant.
rt is interesting to note that the equilibriurn temperature reported
by studt and Thompson (1969) in a nearby Nerr' Plynnuth well (less tian a
kilometre away from this location) agrees very well with that of 4ooc
at 684.4 m in Repr:Jclic New plymouth _4.
New Plymouth 
-2
The temperature data and lithorog are shown in fig. 5.16. ltre heat
flow has been calculated using both the G-K mettrod and the resistance
integral method. Ttre respective values are 92.3 t 7.1 mvm2 and 90.2 t
5-6 mw/mz, which agree quite werl. we adopt the latter.
McKee 
-1
The temperatures and penetrated rock tlpes are shown in fig. 5.16.
Ttre temperature data include several formation-test temperatures,
besides conventional bottom hole measurements. The conductivity has been
estimated from urenui 
-r and Mangrahewa 
-1. The values of heat flow
obtained from the thro types of data are as follows :_
Depth range (m) Heat flow (tw/m2) Temperatures
tg35_3683 81.915.3 formation_tesr
Ig3l-3997.4 gO.6tIO.7 corrected bottom hole
rn view of the close agreement, the data were combined, and gave tl.e
value 80.3 t 5.2 mtli./mz .
Inglewood 
-1
This is the deepest borehore drirled in New zealand, reaching
5053'9 m- The temperature profile and ritholog are shown in fig.5.L7.
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A sandstone sample from this well (depth 4508.9 m), which contained
91.It SiO2, gave the highest t].ermal conductivity to be measured in
this study 
- 
6.55 Vrnoc.
Kapuni -1, 2, 3, 3Ar4, 5,6r7r8r9, 10' fl
These holes are located about 48krn ssE of New Plymouth in an
area of about 9km x 3km. The Kapuni structure is described as a north-
soutl trending, slightly as1'metrical anticline wittr a faulted western
flarik (McBeath, L9771; it is a gas-condensate producer. Except for
Kapuni 
-Lr2r4r6 and 8, the boreholes were inclined and appropriate
corrections lvere made for depth. Along with bottom hole measurements,
static temperatures had been measured, after periods of several monttrs
to years, during pressure/temperature surveysi these were available for
10 breholes. Ttre static temperatures were always higher because of tlte
absence of drilling effects. A typical temperature profile and litholog
of one of the wells (Kapuni -I) is shown in fig. 5.I8.
The thermal conductivity has been measured on 32 samples from
different formations in five of these wells. Since all wells are located
in a srrall area and penetrate the same formaltions, rde determined an
average conductivity for each lithologic formation (Table 5.4).
l{aui 
-4
The temperature profile and rock tlT)es are sholdn in fig. 5.18.
The hole penetrated sinuil.ar sediments to those occurring onshore in
Taranaki, before reaching Paleozoic basement composed of albite granite,
at 3700.9 m. Tlris granite is a probable equivalent of the Selnration
Point Granite which outcrops in north-west Nelson.
Kupe 
-1
This is an interesting offshore location, where t}te temperature
distribution (fig. 5.19) gave a low value of 16.04 t 3.AgoC/km fot
the geotrerrnal gradient. In the absence of samples, the conductivity
has been estimated from the nearest Kapuni weIIs. Heat flow values
calculated by the G-K method (48.4 mw,/m2) and by the resistance integral
method (48.f t 10.4 nVm2) agree closely. In spite of the large
scatter in temperature data, a considerably low heat flow for this
location compared to others in the graben complex cannot be denied.
North Tasman 
-1
Rock types in the depttr range of heat flow calculation are
sandstone, mudstone, shale and siltstone of Upper Cretaceous to lliocene
age, which rest on I'tiddle Cretaceous (?) granitic basement at 255I.5 m.
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Table 5.4 Stratigratr>hy and mean therntal onductivi'tyr
IbPuni bsreliolcs-
Name of
fqrmation GeologLc Age Major rock tlpe
Mean conductivitY(Mnoc)
$uperfieial
deposits Quaternary Volcanics 1 .32
Tangahoe Fliocene t4udstone uith
e-and
2.45
Mateurateaonga l{.Miocene -
Pliocene
Sar.rdstone wi.th
mudstone, sift-
atone
3.27
Urenui !1. to U.
ltioaen-e
slLtstohe,
nludg,to-ne
2..81
l{ohakatins M. to u,
Mi,o,eene Mud.s,tone
2.69
lfiokau tr". l[iocene Sandstone (with
siltstone and
rnudstone)
3.4A
Mahseau'i Oligocene 
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Tasrnan -1
This borehole was drilled through silt-siltstone, mudstone,
and sandy limestone, with small amounts of shale, marl'and sands,
a1I belonging to Eocene - Pleistocene (?) age. It reached t}le
Perrnian-Triassic basement, composed of hydrotherrnally altered
conglomerates of mafic volcanics and red granite, at 1446 m.
Fresne -1
Rock types between 1183.2 n and 2413 m are tft>per cretaceous -
Paleocene sandstone, conglomerate witJ: snall arpunts of siltstone
and eoal.
Surville 
-1
Rock types between 949 rn and 2140.5 m consist mainly of sandstone,
with some mudstone, limestone, shale and coal of Eocene to Early Miocene
age, before reaching the baserpnt of arkose granite at 2OO2.5 m. A
core taken between 2l-39.5 and 2141.5 m is recognised as biotite
microcline granite. This granite is similar to ttre Separation Point
Granite and is of l4iddle Cretaceous age.
5.4.2 Patea - Tongaporutu High
Kiore -l
This borehole occupies a central position in the structure'
and passes tJ:rough Upper Miocene sandstone and silty to sandy mudstone
before reaching the pre-Tertiary basement, composed of fine-grained
sandstone grading to siltstone and silty mudstone, at 480-1 rn-
Patea
The temperature profite, measltred after several years of standing
time, is shown in fig. 5.I9. Heat flow at this location could not
be determined since neither samples nor Iithological inforrnation were
available.
5.4.3 Wanganui Basin
Stratigraphically this basin differs from the adjacent Taranaki
basin. It can be divided into two parts; North Wanganui Basin and
South Wanganui Basin. No Eocene rocks are reported to occur here.
Oligocene - l4iocene rocks are restricted to ttre North Wanganui Basin,
while the Souttr Wanganui B€in contains thick piles of Plio-Pleistocene
sequences. Basement is comlrcsed of llesozoic grelnracke, metaquartzite,
argillite and permian-Triassic schist. Ttre basement schist complex of
Marlborough Sound seems to plunge NNE under the offshore Vlanganui Basin.
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North Wanganui Basin
Vfaikaka 
-I
Ittis hole penetrated Oligocene shale, slltstone and interbedded
sirty shale mudstone down to 942-7 m, then r8.3 m of oligocene lime-
stone overlying pre-Tertiary g.reyrdacke basement. Conductivity has
been estimated from tlle nearest wells.
Ararimu 
-1
This borehole was drilled through rnainly origocene share and
siltstone before reaching the pre-Tertiary grelnracke basement at
1028.1 m.
lrlhakanaro 
-I
At this location, penetrated rock tytrns were
Oligocene shaIe, mudstone and silty sandstone.
Tatu 
-1
ltiddle to Upper
This hole was drilled through nrainly carbonaceous sandstone,
sandy siltstone and silty mudstone of Upper Oligocene to lliddle I'liocene
age. At 827.8 m, Jurassic-Cretaceous basernent hras rret which contained
very hard sandy mudstone and thin sandstone beds.
Koporongo 
-1
At this site, the borehole passed through oligocene-Miocene
shale overyling Jurassic basement, composed of metaquartzite and
argillite, at 528.5 m.
Tupapakurua 
-1
This borehole penetrated mainly Oligocene-l4iocene shale and mudstone
with thin sandstone and siltstone bands. These formations rest on
grelmacke basement at 1123-5 m-
South Wanganui Basin
Parikino 
-1
The temperature data and rithorog are shown in fig. 5.2o. This
well bottomed in Permian-Triassic basement composed of Kairnanawa schist.
Since the well Penetratea 22a6.9 m of younger Pliocene-pleistocene (and
possibly some Upper !4iocene) rocks, a correction for the sedinrentation
effect has been applied.
Santoft 
-1A
Tttis hole is near the parikino 
-l well but is stratigraphicarty
different. It penetrated sand, gravels and clay to 864 m, mudstone with
occasional sand to 2295.6 m, and grelnracke conglomerate to 2623.3 m,
where the Mesozoic argirlite basement was encountered. Above the
baserent arl rocks were of priocene-euaternary age. Here too, the
91
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temperature gradient needed
Ttre corrected gradient and
those for Parikino -1.
5.5 EAST COAST BAS]N
a correction for sedinentation effects.
heat flow for this location are about half
This is a huge, elongated, complex sedimentary basin covering an
area of about 38,400 sg.km. along the east coast of ttre North fsland.
It contains thick ltiddle to Late Cretaceous marine detrnsits, along with
even thicker Cenozoic sequences. lftre tgper Cretaceous has a corbined
thickness of about 4,600 n (Kingrma, 1965). In the Hawkes Bay depression,
Tertiary sediments directly overlap tJle greylacke basement, and
Cretaceous sediments are absent in large areas.
The'East Coast Basin has been affected by several diastrophic
novements, complicating the geological structure of the area, where
abrupt changes in facies are found. In some cases complete lCretaceous-
Tertiary sequences are present, while large sequences are missing in
other parts (Kingma, 1959b). Geotectonically the Basin can be divided
into two parts. In the northern part extensive block movements have
taken place, along with gravity sliding, from Late Cretaceous to Late
Tertiary. This part is also associated wittr Late Cenozoic diapiric
intrusions and mud-volcanic activity. Further south the geological
structures are relatively sirnple. Basement in the entire Basin is
thought to be greyracke. A few hot springs occur in the northeastern
part.
Some parts of the Basin (e.9. Cape Kidnappers, East Cape, Mahia
Peninsula) have been affected by uplift rates of I to 3 nm,/yr for the
past 4O0,OOO yrs (P. Froggatt, K. Berryman, A. Hull, pers. conn.i
Lewis, L97Li Singh, L97Ii 9lellman, l97J.a,bi Garrick, 1979). However,
these locations are remote from the heat flow locations, and in view
of the structural complexity of the region the uplift rates cannot be
adopted on a regional basis. Moreover, in nany parts of ttre basin
sedinentation has been rapid due to deepening of the trough, and the
rates are expected to be around zero, or negative (A. HUII, pers. conm.).
Thus the correction has been neglected.
A topographic correction has been attempted for the shallow hole
Rotokautuku 
-1, which is located in an area of rugged topography. lltre
anpunt of the correction was less than 3.5*, and can be neglected. Other
sites had rnoderate relief. A correction for the sedimentation effect was
found necessary at three locations.
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Te Horo -l
lltris borehole penetrated rnainly siltstone, mudstone and sandstone
of Upper Cretaceous-Eocene age. A mean conductivity has been estimated
from Rotokautuku -1 and Te Puia -1.
Rotokautulu -L
Ttris hole was drilled over the souttteast flank of the Rotokautuku
dome, which has been interpreted as a diapiric structure. lltre hole
passed through gas-charged argillaceous siltstone with sandstone, of
Upper Cretaceous-Paleocene age, and give a high geotlterrnal gradient of
Ss.5eoc/km. The topographic correction was found to be negligiJcle.
Te Puia -1
Ttris borehole penetrated mudstone, siltstone and sandstone of Lower
Cretaceous-Eocene age.
Waitangi Station -l
Rock formation between 1051 m and 2l28.1 m are grey to green
bentonitic, glauconitic mudstone of nainly l,liddle to Upper Eocene
age.
Opoutana 
-1
This is the deepest borehole drilled in this basin. Only three
temperatures had been measured during logging (fig. 5.221. A puzzling
feature of tJlis borehole has been the decrease of temperature from 87.43oC
at 2743 m to 8O.89oC at 3651-.7 m; this remains unexplained. lltre nrost
likely causes are trouble witJl the thernrcmeter, or excessive circulation.
Ttre temperature at 3651.7 m is rejected. Gradients of 3l.88oC,/km and
L6.77oc/krn were found between the surface and 1722.3 m, and in the
interval I'722.3 m - 2743 m, respectively. The upper interval consisted
mainly of silty, sandyr dDd bentonitic mudstone, with little sandstone.
A single available sample of mudstone from this interval gave a conductivity
of 2.tl w,/moC corresponding to a heat flow of 67.9 mT/mz. For the other
interval, which consisted entirely of Upper Cretaceous rocks, 13 Upper
Cretaceous samples obtained from below J-722.3 m gave a mean conductivity
of 3.55 t 0.28 w/moc and a heat flow of 59.7 ! 4-7 mw/mz, which is the
preferred value for this site.
Hawke Bay 
-1
Geologically this site differs considerably frorn the nearest other
borehole (Opoutarna -1); this well penetrated 1133 m of Pleistocene-
Pliocene sediments and a furttrer 980 m of Upper l4iocene rocks. The
geothermal gradient is calculated between 1294.3 m and L762.I m, where
the rocks are Upper I'liocene sitty to sandy clays. In the absence of
samples, the conductivity of the clays is taken from Mangaone -1.
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Taradale 
-1
Ihis is a unique borehole, in which the measured tem;reratures
decrease with depth (Appendix 
- I). The reasons for this decrease
are not known. Ttre borehole is reported to contain e:<plosive gases.
No heat flow could be deterrnined for this location
I'tason Ridge 
-1, Ongaonga -1, Takapau -l
The temperature 
- 
depth rel-ations and the littrologs of these
boreholes are shown in figs. 5.22 and 5.23. A sedimentation correction
has been applied to the measured geothermal gradients of aII three
boreholes. lltre corrected heat flow ranged fron 35.6 mlf'/m2 to 36.8 ml.rl,/mz
5.6 RANGIPO
This region is situated adjacent to the southern end of the Central
Volcanic Region, in steep rnountainous terrain. Perrnian-Triassic baserent
composed of grelnracke and argillite is overlain by Waikoko alluvium
(cobbles and pebbles), Taupo pumice formation (rhyolitic pumice,
boulders), and andesitic Aravel and sands at some places. Heat flow
has been measured at one location.
R-240
The temperature hras measured about four years after drilling was
completed to a depth of 99 m (fig. 5.24'). Temperatures are disturbed
in t]le upper 30 m. The heat flow has been calculated for the depth
interval 55 - 89 m. A topographic correction was found necessary; the
corrected heat flow is 87.6 mW/m2.
5.7 CENTRAL VOICANIC REGION
This region is considered to be a complex volcano-tectonic rift
zonei it is flanked on both sides by mountain ranges consisting nainly
of Mesozoic Areln*acke and argillites. The region contains numerous
hot springs and geothermaL fields associated with upflowing hot water
at temperatures up to :oooc. surface geothermar gradients ersewhere
are often near zero because of tJle downfLowing meteoric water (Studt
and Thompson, 1969; Thompson, 1977). Heat flow is thus predominantly
convective, with an average of about 7OO ml.li./mz (Allis, L979a), a value
which is probably related to rhyotitic volcanism and a thin crust.
We have measured some further temperature profiles at a nuniber of
locations, and have found that the gradients are either zero or negative.
Some typical profiles from non-geothernral areas, and two from geotherrnal
areas, are shown in figs. 5.25 and 5.26 respectively. Temperatures from
three boreholes in the vicinity of Mt Tihia have been used for heat flow
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determinations. These boreholes were dril-led along the axis of the
Tokaanu penstock tunnel, and passed through unaltered to highly
altered andesites and andesite breecia. Sarnples for conductivity
measurement were available from two boreholes.
Tokaanu F-5A, F-5C. F-10
Measured gradients were high, ranging frorn l89.66oCftrn to
ZtZ.ZSoClkm. A topognaphic correction calculated for borehole
F-5A comes to less than 1.5t and is thus neglected. Calcul-ated heat
flow values vary from 367.9 mw/mz to 415.9 mw/mz. A temperature
profile for one of ttre boreholes (F-5A) is shown in fig.5.27.
5.8 PETONE 
- IOVIER HUTT AREA
Temperatures have been neasured in three unused exploratory
boreholes which are located in a valley-like structure comPosed of
young sedinrents. Ttre valley is flanked on both sides by grelmacke
hills, and grelmacke also forms the basement. Temperatures rdere
unsatisfactory in one of the boretroles, which was blocked at 89 m.
Uw -1 (Petone)
This hole was drilled to a depth of 311.2 m. Equilibrium
temperatures rtere measured after 18 years of standing time, to a deptlt
of 150 m, below which tJle hole seens to have collapsed. lltre measured
profile is shown in fig. 5.28. Temperatures are disturbed to a depth
of about lOO m, and exhiJcit a curvature around 5O m. For the depth
interval in which the geothermal gradient was calculated, the lit}olog
shows mainly grelmacke, sand, sandy silt, clay and silty clay. Grelmacke
basernent was met at 299 rn. llhe conductivity has been measured on five
representative specimens of the penetrated rock types collected from
cliffs and surface outcrops in tJle area. A correction for the effect of
sedimentation has been applied to the measured gradient.
UW -3 (Iower Hutt)
Equilibrium temperatures (fig. 5.28) vrere nreasured about 15 years
after drilling finished. As with UW -1, the temperatures are disturbed
in the upper parts. It is remarkable to see that the temtrEratures in
the two wells, which are about 4km apart' are within about O.15oC.
The temperature gradient has been calculated between f15-175 m, where
the rocks consist of silty to sandy clay, clay, claysand, peat, si-lt,
sandy silt and grelmacke. Greyrracke basernent was met at 175.3 m. The
same conductivity is used as in the UW -1 borehole. A topographic
correction r^ras calculated but found to be insignificant (less than 3.5*).
However, a sedimentation correction was found necessary.
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CHAPTER 6
TERRESTRIAL HEAT FLoW IN TI{E SOUTH ISI.AND
6.1 TNTRODTrcTION
The geolory of the South Island differs considerably from that
of the North Island, as nentioned in chapter 2. Except one, all the
heat flow sites are located in four rnajor sedimentary basins (fig.
5.1) 
- 
West Coast, Canterbury, Southland-Solander, and Great South
Basin. The Great South Basin is wholly offshore while tlte otlters
extend bottr onshore and offshore. The East and West Coast Basins of
the north Island have been interpreted as continuing into the
Canterbury and Westland Basins respectively (Kingma, I959b; Ytatz, f968).
A11 the heat flow measurements are summarised in table 5.1, and the
regional distributions of geothermal gradient and heat flow are shown
in figs. 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. Temperature profiles and lithologs
of specimen boreholes are shown in figs. 6.3 to 6.11, to which reference
is included in the table. Temperature-depth data for all locations can
be found in Appendix 
-2. Additional details for some bore holes are
given in following sections.
6.2 BI,ENHEIM
Ttrompsons Ford
In a borehole which is situated a few kilometres away from Blenheim,
temperature measurements were made about 4 years after drilling. The
temtrrerature profile, as shown in fig. 6.3, is disturbed to a depth of
about 50 n.
6.3 }TEST COAST BASIN
This rnajor basin includes three smaller basins: the Westport-
Karamea Basin, the Greynouth Basin and the l"lurchison Basin. Sediment
thicknesses reaching rpre tJ:an 600O m overlie a basement of trnleozoLc
and Mesozoic sedimentary and volcanic rocks, granite and metanrcrphics.
Ttre area is stratigraphically complex. Throughout the Cretaceous and
Tertiary, movenents of some kind or other were in progress (Kingma,
1959b). Strong deformation has occurred over much of the area.
Due to extreme subsidence, Tertiary sedinrentation (upper Eocene -
Upper l'liocene) seens to be thickest in the ]lurchison Basin. The sediments
of this basin are much denser (wet density 2.4g - 2.69 g/cm3) and have
lower lnrosities than most Tertiary rocks found in New Zealand. llhe rncst
likely basernent rocks are the Tuhua and Separation Point granite and the
lo4
Table 6.1 Heat flos data: south Island
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5.rl
Name of borehole
Blenheim
Thonpsons Ford 41o29' l?3os6'
t{estPort-lbranea and Grey[Euth Basins
Haku -l 12o13' l7lol3' -25.5
Ahaura -2 42022' l?lo3{' 55
Aratika -2 42033' L7lo25' 91
Aratlka -3 42033' L7rozg' 116
Taranakau -l 42o35' 1?roo8' 3t-4
Arahura -l 42044' l?10061 45.4
tf,arihari -I {3oo?' I?oo28' 28.g
Halho -l 43018' l?ooo2' 3.9
Hurchison Basin
l,turchison -I {ro49' L72o2a'
Blacksarer -l ltosr' L72o24'
Bounty -l 4Io52, Ll2o24, 269.1
Canterltury Basin
Kosal -t 43o1g' 172036' 130.8
chrl8tchurch 43033' 1?2039'
Leeston -r 43o{lt l?2or8' 43.9
PeDdarves 4305?' l7:,o59'
Resolutlon -l 4doll' t?2o38' -6{
'Itre Great South Basin
Endeavour -l {5014'
60-109.5
o-1618.5
o- 1062 . 3
611.r-Ir42.6
o-L722.1
1214.3-2117. r
522.4-1732.5
912 . l- 25 19 .6
1761-'l-3744.5
249.9-396.2
176.8-{20.6
106l.2-31 16.4
393. 1- r{ 12 . I
I25- I50
o-1153.2
ll0-]51
Il35- 3-1885. I
-38.7 tr?O.4-2667.3
-60.4 0-799.2
-r23.4 1235-4262
-4SO,l. 12311.?-4040.4
-584.9 1173.8-26?3.4
-683.1 1235.4-3113.3
-656.8 e22.4-L697.7
42.7 817.8-1007,1
-147.5 924.8-3619.s
I 3.65 12.89t.39 Prob.t 6.3
8HT+
BilT+
BHT+
BHT+
Btnr 6.4
BHTT 6.4
$tr+
BHT+ 6.5
Probe+ 5.6
Probe+ 5 . ?
BHT+ 6.5
BHT. 6.8
Probe+ 6.9
BHT+
Probe+ 6.lo
aHat
5 2.51t.20
| 2.42
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2 2.94
l1 3. 12
11 2.A7
8 2.40
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- 
1.95
I 2.03
9 L95t.10
6 2.43!.21
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I 2.O?
4 2.Azt.24
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Rotoroa Igneous Complex, comprising diorite, granite and grarrrodiorite.
Heat f1ow, which has been eval"uated at 11 locations, ranged from
61.I to 107 rn[,I,/rn2.
Westport-Karamea- Greynrouth Basin
Haku -1
This borehole penetrated Eocene-Pleistocene mudstone' wittr small
anounts of sandstone and siltstone, until it reached tJle Paleozoic
basement at 1615.1 m. The basement is composed of guartzose green
schist. No Otigocene rocks are found, Iuliocene rocks resting directly
on the Eocene formation.
Ahaura 
-2
The'rock types penetrated were rnainly sandy conglomerates' sandstone
and mudstone witJ. small amounts of alluvial gravels, limestone and lignite.
These formations are of ages up to Oligocene and rest on the Paleozoic
basement of interbedded sandstone and argillite at I043.I m.
Aratika 
-2
The rock types between 631.6 rn and 785.06 m are sandstone, silty
shale, coal and conglomerate of Upper Cretaceous age. llhese overlie
the Ordovician basement, which comprises interbedded sandstone and
argillites of the Greenland group, and was drilled to 1142.O6 m.
The conductivity has been estimated from the nearest boreholes penetrat-
ing sirnilar rocks.
Aratika 
-3
Lithotogically this borehole differs considerably from the nearby
Aratika 
-2, in that tlre entire ll)per Cretaceous sequence is rnissing.
The borehole penetrated mainly mudstone, sandstone, and conglomerate, witlt
sma11 arpunts of gravels, siltstone and limestone (Oligocene - Recent) r
before reaching the Cambro-Ordovician basement, consisting of metasediments,
at I708.I m.
Harihari 
-1
Itre geothermal gradient was determined between 9I2.I m and 2519.6 m.
The rocks are mainly rnudstone and shale, with a little sandstone and
linrestone, until 2502.5m where argillite basement of the Greenland Group
was reached-
Murchison Basin
Murchison 
-1
The temperature profile, measured several years after drilling' is
shown in fig. 6.6, along with the litholog. The conductivity was
estirnated from Blackwater 
-l borehole, which is situated witltin 2km.
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Blackwater 
-1
As fig.6.7 shows, the upper section of the profile seens to be
disturbed to a depth of about 120 m.
Bounty 
-L
This borehole is located approximately I.6 km from Blackrpater -1
and 4km south of Murchison 
-1. ft penetrated heavily indurated
siltstone and mudstone with sandstone bands, of Oligocene-l4iocene age.
Ttre temperature profile is shown in fig. 5.5. It is interesting to
see that the heat flow of 92.5 ! 4.9 t$l/mz obtained at tJ:is location,
using bottonrhole temperatures, agrees quite well with the heat flow
of 87.7 mw/mz and 95.8 t 2.9 mw/m2 measured at Murchison -1 and
Brackwater 
-l respectively, where temperatures have been used which
were measured after several months or more.
6.4 CANTERBURY BASIN
Tttis basin extends about 32okm along the central eastern region
of the South Island. A great thickness of sedinentary rocks, tle
shallowest being young alluvial gravels, lie on a basement consisting
of folded Triassic-Jurassic Arelmacke, argillite, basic volcanics,
rhyolitic and andesitic complexes, and syenitic to gabbroic intrusions.
Heat flow has been determined for five locations in this Basin.
Kowai 
-1
Stratigraphically this well differs from the nearby Leeston -I
werl in that no voLcanics were found. Penetrated rock tlrpes and
temperatures are shown in fig. 6.8.
Christchurch
The temperature measurement was performed several years after
drilling. The measured profile is shown in fig. 6.9; it is disturbed
in the uPper section, presurnably because of groundwater circulation.
Ttre borehole penetrated clay, sand and gravel. In the absence of
sanples, the thermal conductivity has been adopted from the Pendarves
borehole.
Leeston 
-1
This borehole penetrated gravels, volcanics, sandstone and siltstone
of Pliocene 
- 
Pleistocene age, overlying the Mesozoic grelmacke basement
at 1108.4 m.
Pendarves
This borehole penetrated silty to sandy clay, silts, sands and
silty to sandy gravels. The temperature was measured about 5 npntJrs
after drilling (fig. 6.10). The upper part of the profile shows a
curvature at about 65 m. A sedimentation correction has been applied
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to the nreasured gradient.
Resolution -1
Penetrated rock types in the intervaL 1135.3 and 1886.1 n
are siLts, sandy siltstone, silty clay, Iimestone, mudstone and
sandstone extending back to Upper Cretaceous in age. The borehole
bottomed in a I'tiocene igneous intrusion which consists of quartz
syenogabbro and teschenite. The nearest igneous rocks, at Banks
Peninsula, are dated as 5.8 to 12 Myr old (Stipp and I'tcDougall,
1958) .
6.5 GREAT SOUTH BASIN
fhis basin is the largest submarine structural basin off tlre
South fsland, covering an area of 98500 sq. kn., and bordering ttre
canterbury Basin in the North. It contains ncre than 50OO m of
Tertiary and Cretaceous sediments (Sanford, I98O), which.rest on
Jurassic-Paleozoic basernent, rnainly composed of metasediments,
schist, granite and gneiss. The basin has its origin in the ttpper
Cretaceous to Early Tertiary. 7 boreholes drilled for petroleum
exploration have been utilised for heat flow determinations.
Endeavour 
-1
Ttre temperature gradient has been determined between 1174 m and
2667.3 m, where the strata are mainry mudstone with some siltstone,
sandstone, tuff, coal and schist. lltre hole terminated in quartz-
feldspathic sandstone of tlpper Cretaceous age.
Takapu 
-1A
Penetrated rock types are sandstone, clay, marl, shale, sandy
silt and siltstone of Eocene - l'liocene age down to 759 m, wbere the
drill struck Late Paleozoic Otaqo Schist basement.
Tara 
-1
117
types in the interval of the temperature gradient calculation
Cretaceous 
- 
Eocene sequences of sandstone, shale, clay-
siltstone and coal. These formations overlie a granitic
which is dated as 115 fiyr old, at 4233.4 m.
Rock
are Upper
claystone,
basement,
Toroa 
-1
Temperatures and lithologs are shown in fig. 6.8. ilhe conductivity
has been estimated from Pakaha -1 and Tara -1. Seisnic and magnetic
investigations have indicated the occurrence of an ultrabasic dike near
this location.
r18
Pakaha 
-1
Ttris borehole was drilled in water 684-9 m deep over a prominent,
seisnrically rnapped, horst feature. Heat flow has been calculated
between 1173.8 m and 2673.4 m, where the rock types are Cretaceous -
Eocene siltstone, sandstone, shale and clay-claystone. Ttre grranitic
basernent, 92 Myr o1d, is at 2599 m. This granite is muscovite-bearing
and is similar to that found at Stewart Island and Ttre Snares. It
probably forms a part of a batholith extending from Stewart Island
tovrards The Snares and Auckland Islands.
Kawau 
-1A
Fig. 6.1I. A sample from 311I.7 m was
indurated quartzose siltstone dated 29L.7 !
an eguivalent of the Greenland Group.
Hoiho 
-IC
found to be pale grey
6.4 Myr this is lnssibly
llttis is the southernnpst borehole in the Basin, A high geotiermal
grradient has been found between A22.4 and 1597.7 m, where ttre rocks
consist mainly of sandstone and shale with some limestone, cherts,
clay-claystone and conglomerates of Cretaceous-l"liocene age. These
rocks overlie Ordovician schist of the Greenland group at 1590.1 m.
lltre metamorphic grade of ttte rock is very low and the likely cause
of the metamorphism is tJle thermal effect of a nearby Cretaceous
intrusive body (Hunt International Petroleum Company, 1978).
Seisnic surveys have shown a very strong reflection at 1811.4 n
depth. The observed heat flow of 163.8 mw,/mz is the highest so far
recorded in New Zealand, if we exclude the Central Volcanic Region.
6.6 SOUTHLAND - SOI,ANDER BASINS
Ttrese basins are situated at the southern tip of the South fsland.
lltre Southland Basin covers an area of about 56O0 sq krn; the basement
is made up of Paleozoic metamorphic and igneous rocks, and Permian-
Jurassic sediments. There are more than 2km of sediments. In the
Solander Basin, which lies offshore, the sedimentary thickness is
greater tJ:an 3km. Complete Tertiary sequences have been encountered
and they probably overlie the same Paleozoic Aneissic basernent found
in Parara 
-I (fig. 6.11). Heat flow has been determined at two places,
one in each Basin.
J.f. Benny 
-1
The temperature gradient bas been measured between 817.8 m and
1007.I m, where the rocks are Oligocene sandstone, shale and lignite
overlying Mesozoic Areyracke basement at 995.8 m.
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CHAPTER 7
RADIOACTII':E HEAT GENERATION, HEAT FLO!.I AND
TEMPERATURE PROFII,ES
7.I INTRODU TION
Of the parameters to which heat flow is related, radioactive
heat generation of the crustal rocks is one of the rrcst iry)ortant.
It is the main source of the heat flow and any anomaly within a heat
flow province is nainly attributable to differences in the heat-
generating elements of the crustal rocks. Radioactive heat generation
(A) depends upon the anrcunt of uranium, thorium and potassium present
in the rock. Uranium and thorium are normally present as trace
elements and their concentration does not exceed a few tens of parts
per nillion (ppm) , while potassium is often present as a rnajor elernent.
Heat generation is known to be the highest in acid rocks and Lowest
in ultrabasics; thus the deeper parts of the crust, and the upper
mantle, contain very low radioactivity. Heat generation plays an
important role in the calculation of the deep temperature profile.
In New Zealand little work has been done in this fietd apart
frorn the studies by Duncan (1970), Ewart and Stipp (f968), and
Ewart et aI. (f968). on rocks of the Central Volcanic Region. We
therefore have carried out a detailed study of the radioactive
content of different rocks in order to exanine its relationship
with heat flow and other paraneters.
7.2 MEASIJRET4ENTS OF IRANIUM, THORTUM AND POTASSIUM
Concentrations of uranium (U), thorium (Th) and potassiutn (K)
can be measured by means of V-ray spectrometer, neutron acLivation,
XRF spectrometer, or isotope dilution. In this study neasurements of
U, Th and K by tJle XRF method were performed at the Universityrs
Analytical Facility. For the U and llh measurements, after an initial
calilration, seven rock samples were run at a time along with one
"Spetrosil" (ultra pure Si02 glass blarik) and one international rock
standard. The rock standard was used to deternine retrratability; the
mean and standard deviations are shown in table 7.I where recormnended
values are also included. For the f determinations a linear calibrat-
ion was set up using approximately ten international rock standards.
Measured and recomrnended values of the standards are also given in
table 7-1 With the rocks collected for this thesis, the same sample
was used for both determinations. Abundance of U, Th and K were
121
Table ?.1 lteasurements of U, Th ard K on tlre Lnterna-tisnal
rock starxlards bY XFF srethod.
(A) Meastlrements of U and Ib
fihl.lE O8'
SIAL.CIARD
MEiAII U
1pfim)
RECOMMEN'DED*
u (plrdl
ITTEADI Th REC.O!6 EI{IDED*(pprn) Etr (pF)
sr,t{-1
RGl4-1
sDc-1
30 10,18 t 1.30
16 6.93 t 0.50
I 3.69 t 0.70
9.07 t .,O7
5.84 t .O7
3.O2 t .IO
30.11 * .9€ 33 t 5
16.33 t 0,53 L6 t 2
L3.13 t 0.73 ll2 t ,tl
(B) lleas rrsrents of K
lleME'oF
STA}IDARD
MEASUREID
K (rl RECOT'[|ENDilD+K (r)
AGV-1
GSP-JL
BCR-I
JB-I
JG.I
BEN
AN6
SDC:l
ST.!i'l
Nr!{-s
Bnro.].
BR
QIrO-1
RGI|Fl
NIU-G
GA
?.41
4.40
1.41-
1.25
3.32
L,25
o
2.66
3.65
-13.03
.AL
L.22'
2.97
3.76
4.24
3.t5
2.42
4..57
1.41
1. r8
3.29
1.15
-lL
,2.14
3.5?
t,2.74
.44
1,17
3.01
3,57
4..t4
3.34
N ie the riusiber of obserrvations
t refer;s to standard deviation
* cladney ard Goode (L981)
+ nbbey (1980), Go-vindara 
" 
(l9BO)
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transformed into heat generation according to the relations given
by Birch (1954).
7.3 RESULTS OF HEAT GENERATION MEASUREIT{ENTS
Results for 439 samples are sununarised in table 7-2, which
reveals a large variation in heat generation anpng different rocks.
Arrong basement rocks, argillites and sandstones show the highest
radioactivity, followed by granites. The average U content of 2.86
ppm for granite is lower than the 4.75 ppm reported by Kappelrreyer and
Haenel (1974). The lowest radioactivity was found for diorites and
gneisses. Gneissic rocks, which norrnally constitute much of the
"granitic" crustal layer, have considerably lower heat production
than granite. A sinilar observation has been made by Clark et al.
(1966). A very uniform result has been found for greyrracke, witlt
a mean of 1.89iO.OB UW/n3. The K concentration in this rock (2.39
! 0.08*) is much higher than the average value of 1.41 reported by
Clark et aI. (1955). In rocks above basement, sandstone has the
highest heat generation and the andesites the lowest. ft is interest-
ing to note that our measurements on andesites for the Central Volcanic
Region agree well with those of Evart and Stipp (1968), who used t}te
tl-ray spectrometer method.
In table 7.3 heat generation values are presented for the locations
where heat flow is known. lltre highest heat generation of 14.13 UWm3,
which was found for a grelruacke sample from ongaonga -1, is almost
entirely due to a high Th content of 195.13 ppm. Ttris heat generation
value is about four times higher than the greatest heat generation
measured elsevrhere on the same rock type (table 7..3). It seems to
represent a very localised anomaly since in ttre same borehole a
value of 1.07 UVm3 has been obtained for a deeper interval (table
7.3), which is within the range of the values reasured on greywacke at
two nearby locations. Therefore the value of 1.07 VW/mz will be
used in tJre heat fl-ow - heat generation analysis, rattter than the value
from the shallow level.
7.4 REI,ATIONSHTP BETWEEN HEAT FLOW AND HEAT GENERATION
llhe observed relationship between surface heat flor,u (eo) and heat
generation (Ao) led to the concept of heat flow provinces (Lachenlrruch,
1968; Roy et aI. 1968), which added a nev/ dimension to the interpretat-
ion of continental heat flow data. Ttre relationship was first relrcrted
by Birch et a}. (1958) and then by Roy et al. (1968), Lachenbruch (1968),
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Jaeger (1970) , Swanberg et aI . (L974't Rao and Jessop (1975), Rao et
al. (1976), Kutas (1977) and Jessop and Lewis (1978). Initially the
relationship was established for ptutonic rocks but it is applicable
to non-plutonic settings as well. The relationship for a heat flow
province can be written as :
Qo=9, +DAo (4.r)
where the intercept g, i= called the "reduced heat fIow", and the
slope D is the "characteristic depth" (actually a thickness) related
to the near-surface radioactivity. In simple terms, D correstrnnds to
the thickness of the surface layer of the crust in which the heat
generation would be uniform at the value Ao (Roy et al,, f968). In
another interpretation, which also satisfies eguation 4.1, D is the
logarithnrrc decrement for an exponentially decreasing radioactive
concentration (LachenJcruch, 1968, 1970). In this case heat
producLion (A) and depth (zl are related as :
A(z) = f, e-z/o
o
The exponential ruodel has some advantage in the sense that it maintains
the linear relationship under differential erosion. It has been
supported by the studies of Swanberg (L972), Hawkesworth (1974) and
r,achenlcruch and Bunker (1971) . rt also looks rnore realistic from a
geochemical point of view. Sorretimes a very rapid decrease in heat
generation with depth is observed (Dolgushin and Amshinsky, 1966).
In the studies cited above, values of gr norrnally ranged from
10.9 mVrn2 to 59.0 rnVm2, and D from 7 to 15km, for major heat flow
provinces. Pollack and Chapman (I977a,bl recently discovered that
an empirical relationship exists between go u.d g, :
g =0.6q
.-r-o (4 .3)
The relationship expressed in equation 4.I is well established for
the heat flow provinces of the U.S.A. Among these provinces, the Basin
and Range Province is considered representative of active, high heat
flow regions, and the Eastern United States representative of stable
continental regions (Roy et al., 1968). The parameters for these
provinces are included in table 7.4; results for newly studied
regions are often compared with these.
(4.2)
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It will be of interest to see how such a relationship fits
with t}e New Zealand data, since none of tlre U.S.A. studies lvas
carried out in an active subduction region. New Zealand has been
divided into eight heat flow regions, based on the observed level
of heat flow, as shown in fig. 7.1. Values of Ao have been determined
for 42 locations in all. A summary of heat flow - heat generation
data for these locations is given in table 7.3.
A general increase of go with Ao was found for the Taranaki and
Hikurangi regions only, as shown in fig. 7.2. llhe calculated values
of q and D for these regions are given in table 7.4. The relationship
'r
for the Basin and Range Province and the Eastern United States are
included in fig. 7.2 for comparison. For the Taranaki region, although
all the data points fall above the Basin and Range line, and the value
of q-- is thus higher, the value of D is 5imilar. llhe four data points
-r
for ttre Hikuranqi region plot very close to the Eastern United States
line. It thus appears ttrat there are some sirnilarities in the thermal
characteristics of (i) Taranaki Region and the Basin and Range Province,
and (ii) Hikurangi Region and the Eastern United States, although in
both cases there is little sinilarity from the viewpoint of geologic
structure and plate tectonics. ft r13y be noted, however, that upper
mantle tenperatures are high and Pn velocities are low (7.8 - 7 .9 ktry'sl
under the Taranaki Region and the Basin and Range Province, while
temperatures are low and Pn velocities are high under tJre Hikurangi
Region and the Eastern United states.
Wide scatter was found for the Northland-Waikato, West @ast and
Great South Basin regions, as shown in fig. 7.3. This figure also
includes the Basin and Range line and Eastern United States line for
reference. Data frorn the Great South Basin plot considerably above
the Basin and Range line; the distribution is somewhat sinr-ilar to that
of the CordiLleran thermal anomaly zone (U.S.A.), where volcanism is
young (<17 Myr old) and the heat flow - heat generation relationship
is non-existent (fig. 7.al (Blackwell, 1978). Ttrere is evidence of
young volcanism in the Great south Basin also (C' Adams and R' cook'
pers. comn.). It may be mentioned here that in some earlier studies
(Kutas, I9'72i Sass et al., I972i Chapman and Pollack, I974r, usual
relationship between heat fl-ow and heat generation was not apparent
for some regions. There are too few data to support a correlation
for the Canterbury-l'larlborough and Southland-Solander regions, or for the
Central Volcanic Region (fig. 7.3).
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HIKURANGI REGION
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B:sin and Range.
0 | 2 3 
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+
RADIOACTIVE HEAT GENERATION tyvtlr/l
Fig. 7.2 Heat flow vs heat generation for the tiikurangi and
. 
Taranaki regions.
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7.5 REDUCED ur:AT FLOW (qr)
This is normally interpreted as the heat flowing from dept|s
ranging from D to three or four times D, depending upon ttre heat
production rpdel. For regions other than Taranaki and Hikurangi' q,
values can be calculated from following equation (Sass and Lachenbruch,
1978) :
; = d - DA
-r-oo (4.4)
where q , q and A are the average values of reduced heat f1ow,
-r- -o o
observed heat flow and surface radioactive heat generation, respectively,
for the region. fn the calculation, D is conventionally taken as l0km
(Roy et dl., I972i snith, L974; Decker and Smithson, L975i Snith et
al., 1979 etc.), a value similar to that obtained for the Taranaki region.
Calculated I values are given in table 7.4-
-r
a for the Taranaki, west Coast and Great South Basin regions is
-r
considerably higher than the value of 9r = 59 m!{,/m2 for t}re Basin and
Range Province. iltre value obtained for the Great South Basin compares
onty with ttte range of values 83.7 - LO4.7 mW/nz associated with the
Battle Mountain high of ttre Western United States.
7.6 IEMPERATURE PROFILES
llhe temperatr:re distribution in the earth plays an important role
in the interpretation of various geophysical anornalies. It is trrcssible
to approximate the deep-seated temperature distribution in an area if
the surface heat flow, the vertical and areal distribution of heat
producing elements, and the therrnal conductivity are known witlt
sufficient accuracy. Holmes (f9I5, I9l5) was perhaps tJle first to
calculate the deep-seated temperature distribution using measured heat
generation values.
Ttre temperature at depth z in a layer of constant heat generation
A and c-onductivity K is given by
T(z) = to+$ - Y' (4.5)K2K
where To is the surface temperature and q is the surface heat flow'
(Jaeger, 1965). If we assume an exponential decrease of heat production
wit} depth then the temperature T(z) can be calculated from following
equation (Lachenbruch, 1968) .
r(zl = ro * $r * { oo[t- exp (-z/Dl] ta.ol
The parameters gr, Ao and D have been defined in section 7.4 above.
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Temperatures calculated to a depth of 35km, using both the above
ncdels, for aII heat flow regions except the Central Volcanic Region,
are presented in table 7.4, and the distribution of temperature with
depth is shown in figs . 7.5 to ?.8. In all cases a uniform conductivity
of 2.5 Vmoc has been adopted as an average for t}te entire crust, and in
the uniform model, the heat generation in the lower crust is talcen as
O.Z U W/m3 (Allis, 1979b). The adopted vafue for the therrnal conductivity
is reasonable for the crustal rocks in New Zealand; to have allowed for
a variation of conductivity with depth would not have changed the
calculated temperatures appreciably. The average sedimentary thickness
in these regions varies from 1 to 4 km; the temperature calculations
start from the base of the sedinents. A11 ot}er parameters used in tlre
calculation are given in Table 7.4.
A large variation has been found in the temperature at 35kn depth
(taking the mean for the two nrcdels), from 453oC (Marlborough-Canterbury
Region) to 1366oC (Great South Basin). Calculated temperatures at the
same deptlr in the heat flow provinces of U.S.A. vary from 3lOoC (Sierra
Nevada) to 140Ooc (Battle Mtn high). For t.Jle regions of Taranaki and
West Coast the temperatures are close to the basalt-eclogite solidus
(figs. 7.6, 7.71. rn the Great South Basin, conditj.ons of melting
may have been reached at a depth of about 35km (fig. 7.8). On the other
hand, temperatures are much lower than the solidus under the Hikurangi,
western Cook Strait and l.tarlborough-Canterbury regions. As is usual in
regions of moderate to high heat flow, radioactive heat generation nakes
a small to negligible contribution to the temperature at 35kn in New
Zealand.
7.7 RADIOACTIVITY DISTB.IBUTION BENEATH WESTERN CANTERBT'RY REGTON
It is well accepted t.l:at the lower crust is depleted in the heat
producing elements, heat generation being in ttre range 0.2 to 0.6 Uw,/m3
(Roy et al., 1968; Decker and Srnithson, 1975; Rao and Jessop, L975;
Allis, L979bi Decker et a1., 1980). The radioactivity decreases from
the surface down to this low value at depth D in the uniform radioactivity
rnodel, and at about 2D in the ex;nnentially decreasing nrodel .
An opportunity to study more directly the variation of heat
generation with depth is provided by data from the Central Southern AIps.
In this region a continuous section of low grade metagre)rotacke to high
grade schist/gneiss occurs in a 15-20km wide belt along tlte eastern side
of the A1pine Fault. These rocks are exposed continuously along the
Franz Josef ' Fox Glacier valleys; the location is shown in fig. 7.9@)
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by a rectangle. The metamorphic grade regularly increases from
east to west, the highest grade rocks occurring near the Alpine Fault.
A possible crustal section eastwards from the Central Southern Alps
is shown in fig. 7.9 (b) (R. Grapes' pers. comm.) .
Rock samples from the Franz Josef - Fox Glacier valleys have
been studied by Dr R. Grapes (Joint Mineral Science Research Laboratory)
in connection with an investigation of the metamorphic geothermal
gradient. 31 samples have also been measured for U, Th and K concentrat-
ions. According to the nrodel proposed by Dr R. Grapes, which relates
uplift on the Alpine Fault to plate convergence, these samples correspond
to a vertical sequence between 17km and 30km in depth from a distance
of about 30km east of A1pine Fault to perhaps 75kn further to the
east (fiq. 7.9b). lltre variation of measured heat generation with depth
corresponding to this vertical sequence is shown in fig. 7.10. The
heat generation appears to vary randomly between 0.92 and 2.39 VW/m3,
with a mean of f.56 t OO? pwr/n3. This mean value is very much higher
than the usually adopted value of 0.2 to 0.6 Uw/m3 for the lower crust.
Heat generation has also been measured on the grelnuacke and argillite
from boreholes Leeston 
-I and Kowai -l near the east coast. lltrese are
the rock types shown between the surface and a depth of l7krn in tJ:e
model- of fig. 7.9(b. the heat generation values are included in fig.
7.10.
Taking the heat generation as 2.89 Uwlrn3 for O-17km and 1.56 pflrn3
for 17-3Okm, and adopting a heat flow contribution of 25.6 mw,/m2 from
below 3Okm, the calculated heat flow at the surface is 95 nf{/m2.
No heat flow data are available from the mid-Canterbury area except
for four measurements near the east coast; these have a mean of 47.9
m[/mz, about half of that expected over the proposed section.
Ttrus it is clear that the proposed seguence - from grelmacke.
through to high grade metamorphics between the surface and 30km depth -
is not present under the boreholes located near the east coast. Ttris
contributes evidence of the present width of New Zealand Geosyncline
rocks, suggesting a vertical section such as is shown in fig. 7.I1.
A rnore detailed determination of this section could be obtained by
means of a heat flow traverse in the east-r^rest direction across the
Canterbury Plains.
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7.8 HEAT GENERATION AND PETROPHYSICAL PARAMETERS
7.8.1 Seisnic velocity and density
Heat generation has been correlated with parameters such as
seisrnic velocity, density, and thermal conductivity. An empirical
relationship between heat generation (A) and compressional velocity
(Vp) has been obtained for crystalline and metanorphic rocks by Rybach
(I9?3, L976a,b, J:g78/7g), showing tfiat A decreases with increasing Vp.
As would be expected, a decrease in A with increasing density has also
been found (steinhart et al., 1968; Kutas, L9'19; Allis, 1979b).
In this study we have measured the heat generation on selected
samples for which the density and conductivity had been measured earlier.
The possibility of a correlation of particle density wittr the measured
heat generation is examined in fig. 7.12. There seems to be no such
correlation, either using rock averages (fig. 7.L2a)
values (fig. 7.L2b). The data are, however, too few
no correlation exists.
7.8.2 Heat generation and thermal conductivity
Horai and Nur (1970) postulated a positive correlation between
these parameters, based on a global analysis. Rybach (1976b) also
studied this relalion for 110 Alpine rocks, and found no correlation
for either igneous or metamorphic rocks, altlrough one \das suggested
for sedimentary rocks. We have plotted the two parameters for various
rock types in fig. 7.13., but again we fail to find any correlation.
7.9 CONCLUSTONS
lltre following conclusions are drawn from ttre above analysis:
(i) There is a large variation in heat generation from rock to rock.
In basernent rocks tJ:e highest heat generation is found for argillites
and sandstones and the lowest in diorites and gneisses.
(ii) A linear relationship between heat flow and heat generation is
found only in tJle Taranaki and Hikurangi regions, which show some
tltermal similarity with the Basin and Range Province and Eastern
United States respectively.
(iii)Measured heat generation of 1.56 i0.07 UW/m3, corresponding to a
proposed vertical sequence between 17km and 30km under the areas
lying 30km to 75km east of tJ:e Alpine Fault, is very much higher
than the usually adopted value of 0.2 to 0.6 UW/m3 for tJle lower
crust. This study suggests that the New Zealand geosynclinal
sequences of grelmacke through high grade metarnorphics are not
present near the east coast of Canterbury.
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CHAPTER 8
HEAT FI.oW REGIONS
8.1 INTRODUCTION
In chapters 5 and 6, results of heat flow investigations have
been presented and the pertinent details of individual locations have
been given briefly. An important feature which has emerqed fron tlis
study is the distribution pattern of the regional heat flow. In this
chapter we discuss this pattern in the light of surface rnanifestations,
regional plate tectonics, geophysical anornalies, and the dee;:-seated
temperature distribution. An attempt is made to find relationships
between heat flow and geothermal parameters. The relevance of tlte
tlernal field in locating hydrocarbon deposits is also discussed.
8.2 REGIONAL DISTRIBUTTON IN THE NORTH ISLAND
Heat flow values in this Island range from 20.9 mw/mz to 137-8
nw,/m2 with a mean of 73.31 2.7 n$I/mz, which is higher than the
continental mean of 62.3 mVm2 (Jessop et aI., Lg76l. rn calculating
this rnean as well as subsequent means all the values from Central
Volcanic Region have been onr:itted, as have three values from a previous
study (Thompson, 1977) for which the thernal conductivity was assumed.
The North Island contains five heat flow regions as shown in fig- 7.1.
Salient features of these regions are discussed below.
(i) Northland 
- Waikato Region
This region is characterised by young volcanism and a large number
of therrnal springs (fiS. 2.8). The area is associated with abrupt
lateral changes in geotherrnal gradient and heat flow. Temperature
profiles are sometines disturbed due to underground thennal water
circulation, as at Waiwera, where temperatures reach 45oc at about IO0 rn
depth (fig. 5.4). Just a few kilometres away from this location, at
Orewa, the geothermal gradient is normal.
The measured heat flow varies from 38 m!{/m2 to i13.5 mw/m2, with
an average of 74.2 t 4.3 r*t/m2. The high reduced heat flow of 61.8
mw,/rn2 suggests that the major source of heat lies in tl:e upper mantle.
Calculated temperatures (fig. 7.5') suggest the presence of melting
conditions at a depth of about 55km. Iow seismic velocities' large
trrcsitive teleseismic residuals, and an attenuating zone may be assoeiated
with hiqh temperatures. Midha (1979) has suggested that the Nort} Island
Conductivity Anornaty (fig. 2.7), which he relates to an old NW trending
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subduction, implies that the l2OOoC isotherm occgrs at 20km depth.
In view of fig. 7.5, however, this temperature seems too extreme-
There is a possibility of a weak and thinned crust under this region
since the gravity anomalies are positive nearly everln'vhere (Albert -
Beltr5n, 19?9).
(ii) Taranaki Region
Heat flow in this region varies from 4l .g ntrl/mz to 116.1 mw,/m2,
with a nean of 86.4 t 2.4 m[/m2, which is substantially higher than
in the Northfand - Waikato region. The reduced heat flow of 71.9
mv/mz is also higher. rtris region spans the transition frorn (i)
attenuating to transrnitting seisnic zones (Mooney, 1970)' and (ii)
positive'to negative gravity anomalies. A notable feature which may
be associated with this high heat flow anomaly is the presence of an
active high-lntash and andesitic volcano (Mt Egrnront) in the niddle of
this region. This is the only such volcano in New Zealand. It is also
interesting to observe that this is the region from which four
exceptionally deep earthquakes have been reported (Adams, 1963;
Adans and Ferris, L9761; the focal depths and epicentres are shown
in figs. 8.I and 8.2 respectively.
Calculated temperatures (fig. 7.61 imply favourable therrnal
conditions for tlre rocks to be in the liquid state (Pandey, 1981) at
about 45km. The presence of high tempeiatures at such a shallow depth
could lead to crustal thinning by subcrustal erosion, but there is no
obvious evidence of such thinning in the gravity anornaly rnap.
(iii) Western Cook Strait
The calculated mean heat flow, reduced heat flow, and temperatures
are considerably lower than in tJ:e adjacent Taranaki Region (table 7.4)
The boundary between the two regions lies about 35kn south of the
seismic attenuating/transrnitting boundary of Mooney (1970) . Gravity
anomalies are negative over the entire area and overlie the transmitting
zone of Mooney (1970). ltre following factors may be associated with
the lack of volcanism and lower heat flow in this region.
(a) Subduction is relatively shallower (fig. 8.f) and younger
(Scholz et a1., 1973)r consequently the total volume of subducted
material is smaller. The convergence rate is also lower, and rnagma
generation ftry not be possible, since this requires the presence
of water (Kushiro, 1972, and smaller rates will supply less water
from the subducted plate.
r4 u iltat c,
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(b) There is a possibility of greater crustal thickness under this
region, since the isostatic gravity anomaly is everlnvhere negative.
The greater crustal thickness would provide a blanketing effect
over the deep-seated heat source (Negi et a1., L974i Negi and
Pandey L976, 1981).
(iv) Hikurangi region
In this region the heat flow is low to normal except for two isolated
high values which are probably related to basic intrusives. These two
locations are sited close to thermal springs and are associated wit}
larger positive magnetic anomalies. Ttrey nay be remnants of a high
heat flow zone related to an earlier, NW trending, subduction zone,
active between 18 Myr and 3 lllyr before ttre presentr dnd extending from
Northland to l4ahia Peninsula. l4idha (f979) mentioned tttis lnssible
thernal expression of the North Island Conductivity Anonaly. Ttre
Pn and Sn velocities are lower, and the seismic residuals are larger,
comtrrared to further north.
Excluding these values, the range of heat flow is 2O.9 to 52.2
mw/m2, and the mean is 4O.g ! 2.8 mVm2. ftris is quite low compared
to the values found elsewhere in New Zealand. However, it is typical
of values found towards the trench side of island arc systems (McKenzie
and Sclater, 1968; Watanabe et al., 1977 etc. ) . lltre estinated average
ternperature of 465oC at 35krn is about half of tllat obtained in the
Taranaki region. Therefore it appears that the low heat flow of tlris
region, associated with the presently active subduction, is overprinted
on the thermal effect of an o1d subduction.
(v) Central Volcanic Region
This region is characterised by widespread recent volcanism. Heat
flow is dorninantly convective. Usually, observed gradients are hydro-
thernally disturbed, ranging from zero, or even negative, to many tines
normal. The heat flow varies accordingly, reaching such values as
52 w/mz for convective heat flow (Calhaem, 1973).
Some high conductive heat flow values have been measured. Heat
flow at Mt Tihia (borehole F5A, F5C, F10) is extrenely high, ranging
frorn 367.9 mw/mz to 415.9 mw,/m2; this is not surprising since the
average convective heat flow over the region is estirnated to be 7O0
nflm2 (Allis, 1979a). Such high values are indicative of extremely
high temperatures, with melting, at shallow depths. this conclusion
seems inescapable, despite the results of Robinson et al. (f981), who
found no evidence of extensive melting in their studies of P-wave
travel-time residuals and of P/S amplitude ratios.
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In this region Pn and Sn vefocities are very low (7.4 and 3.95 km,/s
respectively), isostatic aravity anomalies are positive, and volcanic
swarms (fig. 8.3) are conunon.
8.3 REGIOI{AL DISTRIBUTION IN THE SOT.ITH TSI,AND
Heat flow in this Island is here reported for tlte first time
(tab1e 6.1; fig. 6.2). AIl but two results are grouped into three
heat flow regions, the essential features of which are given below.
(i) West Coast Region
In this region the average heat flow is 91.2 t 3.9 ml{,/m2. llhere
is a possibility that this region may extend northwards to include
Iocation Cook -1, which has the highest heat flow (136.6 nw/m2) in
the Tafanaki Basin. The heat flow in tJ:e region is unusual in having
no surface expression, either in the form of volcanism or thennal springs'
although one of tJ:e boreholes (Arahura -1) terrninated in basalt. Ihe
calculated reduced heat flow of ?O.9 mw/m2 is also high. The temperat-
ure distribution (fig. 7.7) suggests melting conditions at a depth of
about 45kn. Gravity anomalies are rnostly positive over this region.
(ii) l,larlborough - Canterbury Region
Heat flow is low to normal (frorn 35.6 mVm2 to 60.2 mw/m2), despite
the late lliocene volcanism at Banks Peninsula (near Christchurch). llhe
average heat flow of 49.8 t 3.8 mw/rnz is very low comtrnred to that in
the other two regions. lltre reduced heat flow of 25.6 ml{/mz is ttte
lowest in New Zealand. The calculated temperature at 35kn is less than
4O per cent of ttrat in the adjacent Great South Basin. !{o hot springs
are found here, and Pn and Sn velocities are normal. All tltese
observations indicate that normaL stable conditions prevail underneath
the region. There seems a lnssibility that the region may be a
continuation of Hikurangi heat flow region.
(iii)The Great South Basin
Ttris is an offshore basin which adjoins the Canterbury Basin. A1I
heat flow values are high, ranging from 87.2 mw/m2 to 163.8 mw,/mz. Ttre
mean of the seven determinations is 110.7 t 1O.0 mw,/m2. The calculated
reduced heat flow of 94.8 mw,/mz comPares, in the United States, only
to the Cordilleran thermal anomaly zone. lrblting conditions are
expected at a shallow depth of about 35km (fig. 7.8), which can tlrus
be taken as the base of the lithosphere in this region (Ctrapman and
Pollack, L977r.
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other kinds of geophysical observations are lin-ited. There is
some seismic evidence of young volcanism in the form of intrusions
above basement (R. Cook, pers. comm.). Also in one of the boreholes
(Hoiho 
-1C) a deep reflector, interpreted as a large batholitlt, has
been reported to occur within the basement (Hunt International
Petroleum Company, 1978). At this location heat flow is 163.8 n{il/m2,
which is the highest'so far measured outside the Central Volcanic
Region.
Young volcanism has also occurred in ttre nearby islands surrounding
this basin (Adams, pers. comm.). The ages (8-15 lvlyr BP in the Great
South Basin) are shown in fig. 8.4; the suggested process is one of
mantle'ugrelling at sites which have migrated from the Campbell Plateau
and Chatham Rise to the present position.
8.4 T'PPER II,IANTLE TNHOI''OGENEITY
Ttre primary upper mantle inhonogeneity in the North Island is
due to the subduction of the Pacific plate. An iqrortant though less
extensive inhorogeneity also occurs in the Western Cook Strait region'
and this will be discussed in detail later. Hatherton (1970b) was
first to observe similarities between the seisnr:ic attenuating/transnitt-
ing regions which Mooney (1970) found in the upper rnantle' and other
geophysical parameters. The present heat flow distribution seems to
correlate well with these regions.
The attenuating area'is associated with high heat flow, mainly
positive grravity anomalies, quaternary volcanism, Iow Pn and Sn
velocities, Iarge positive teleseismic residuals, thermal springs,
a high electrical conductivity anomaly, and volcanic sltarms. fn the
corresponding heat flow regions .(Northland-Waikato, Taranaki), the
estimated upper mantle temperatures are high.
On the other hand, in Mooneyts region of transrnission, heat flow
is tow to normal, gravity is mainly negative, Pn and Sn velocities are
higherr volcanic swarms and quaternary volcanism are absent, thermal
springs are rare, and estimated upper mantle temperatures are
considerably 1ower.
8.5 }IEAT FI€W DISTRIBUTION OVER PIJ{TE STTBDIrcTTON
The present distribution of heat flow in the nain Nerr'r Zealand
subduction zone seenis to be consistent with Plate tectonic theory.
Fig. 8.5 shows a vertical cross-section of the structure of the
Benioff Zone beneath a micro-earthguake traverse (figs. 5.2, 5.3)
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across the subduction zone (Reyners, 1978). Variations of heat
flow and geothermal gradient are shown along the profile. High
heat flow and high geothermal gradients correlate with intermediate
seismicity and active volcanism, while the considerably lower heat
flow and geotherrnal gradient observed over the Hikurangi Region coincide
with the band of shaLLow seisrnicity, In fig. 8.5 a heat flow profile
across Japan is also included for comparison. The similarity is
obvious.
The distribution shown in fig. 8.5 is similar to that observed
across the other subduction zone (Uyda and Horai, L964; Vacquier
et al., L967i McKenzie and Sclater, 1968; Watanabe, L974i Watanabe
et al.; L9771. Some of the profiles from the western Pacific, and an
average heat flow profile across an arc-trench setting (Wang, f98O) are
shwon in figs 8.6 and 8.7. It may be mentioned here that in npst
calculations regarding the thermal reginre in a trench-arc setting
(e.g. Turcotte and Or,iburgh, L969i t{inear and Toks6z, I97Oi Toksiiz
et aI., 1971) the kind of profile observed was not predicted.
ft is an important problem to find an explanation for the
observed heat flow patterns (Sugimura and tJyeda, L973; !{atanabe et
41., 1977). In the past this has usually been explained using one of
two nodels (fig. 8.8). one is the frictional heating nodel (Turcotte
and Oxburgh, 1969; l'linear and Toks6z, L97Oi Hasebe et a1., 1970),
through which the observed heat flow is explained by shear heating
along the slip-p1ane, which is also taken as the cause of extensive
uragmatism or diapirism. Ttre other nrodel is the secondary rnantle flow
npdel (McKenzie, 1969; Sleep and Toksiiz, I97Li Andrews and Sleep,
1974'), in which tJ.e upper mantle wedge a.bove the slab is considered
as a viscous fluid capable of sustaining convective flow caused by
the descending slab.
The observed heat flow in the Taranaki region can be better
explained through the secondary flow model, since the high heat flow
extends at least 80km further northwest than the Benioff 7,one, showing
sonre similarity with back-arc basins. This suggests the possibility
of convective heat transgnrt under tJ:e Taranaki region. However, it
is difficult to interpret the low heat flow of the Hikurangi region,
which rnay have been caused by dehydration of the oceanic crust (Anderson
et aI., f976), possibly cancelling out the frictional heat. Ttre
frictional sliding nrodel of Wang (1980) suggests low frictional heating
in the upper 50km.
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8.6 UPPER MANTLE I4ODEL BENEATH WESTERN COOK STRAIT REGION
As mentioned earlier, the average heat flow in tJlis region is
about normal, in contrast to higher values in the north (Taranaki
Region) and lower values in the east (Hikurangi Region). The boundary
between the high and normal heat flow regions seems well-defined and
is roughly parallel to the zero gravity anomaly and tJre seisrnic
attenuating/transnitting boundary of Mooney (1970) (fig. 7.1). So
far, the cause of ttre east-west orientation of the Mooneyrs bourdary
has remained unexplained. According to l,lrconey (f970) tJlre boundary
is not very well defined. Thus there seens a possibility that it rnay
coincide with the heat flow boundary.
Both phenomena could be due to a reduction of sr:bcrustal
tenperatures beneath the western Cook Strait region (fig. 7.6), caused
by a thickening of the crust and consequent thickening of the littto-
sphere to about 9Okm, by the well-known blanketing effect (Negi et al.,
1974; Negi- and Pandey, L976, 1981). Such a lithospheric thickness is
in contrast to about 45km beneath the Taranaki region, as shown in
fig. 8.9. Itris nrodel would also satisfy the gravity anornaly being
everywhere negative. Thus the high heat flow usually found over a
sr:bducted plate is offset by the lithospheric thickening, giving
a resultant heat flow about normal. The virtual absence of an
asthenosphere in ti\e region (fig.8.9 ) would account for ttre good
seismic wave transrnission obtained by Mooney (1970).
8.7 REI,ATIONSHIP OF HEAT F'I,oVil WITII GEOTHERI4AL GRADIENT AND THER}IAL
CONDUCTTVTTY
Recently, attempts have been made (Gupta and Rao, I97Oi Horai.
and Nur, 1970; Negi et a1., 1974; Negi and Pandey, I98l) to find'
interrelationships betrseen heat flow, thermal conductivity and
geotJrermal gradient, on a regional and a g1obal basis. llhese studies
have led to several interesting conclusions, but sornetimes also to
inconsistent results, as discussed in detail by Negi et aI. (1974)
and Negi and Pandey (1981).
According to Negi et aI. (L974) and Negi and Pandey (f98f) there
appears to be a negative correlation between heat flow and thermal
conductivity for the sedimentary basins of India and l'lichigan (tt.
Arrerica), which is in disagreement with the earlier findings of Gupta
and Rao (1970) of a null correlation in the Indian Precambrian
crystalline regions, and by Horai and Nur (1970) of a positive
correlation in many continental geological provinces, as well as in
the frrdian Peninsular shield.
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Here, we examine the nature of the dependence of heat flow
on geotherrnal gradient and thernral conductivity, using only those
data from the present study for which the conductivity has been
measured. The observed relationship is shown in fig. 8.10, which
suggests that the heat flow is not correlated with thermal conductivity
8.8 RELEVANCE TO PETROTETJM GENERATION
8.8.1 Background
A knowledge of geothermal parameters is essential in studies
of ttrermal and subsidence histories of a sedimentary basin, and is
thus relevant to the search for petroleum resources (Hunt, L979i Keen,
L979). lvlost of the world's major oiI/gas fields are located in areas
where the sedinrents range in age from Jurassic to Cenozoic (Moody,
1975). These areas are also associated with high heat flow (Lee and
Uyeda, 1965; Lee I97Oi Sclater and Francheteau, I97O; Sclater et
dl., 1980). A continental mean heat ffow of 76.2 mB/m2 is reported
for an age group of 0 to 25O t4yr (Sclater et a1., 1980) , compared to
an overall continental mean of 62.3 mW/m2 (Jessop et al., f976).
l"lakarenko and Sergiyenko (L974') have considered that t}re accumulation
of hydrocarbon leads to an increased heat flow. On tlte other hand,
Klemme (1975) observed that in the majority of areas associated with
large petroleum accumuLations, geothermal gradient and heat flow are
high, and that this enhances the processes of formation, migration and
accumulation of oil or gas. This is consistent with ttte view tltat
the rate of hydrocarbon generation increases sharply with temperature
(Laraskaya and Zhabrev, I964i Philippi, 1965; Hunt, 1979 etc.).
8.8.2 Temperature 
- 
Time relationship
Most rnajor hydrocarbon deposits are known to occur at depths
of less than 2750 m and nearly half lie above 1850 m (Klerur€, 1975).
In fields shallower than 1850 rn, temperature alone seems the rnajor
factor for hydrocarbon generation, while temperature and time both
play a role in deeper fields. :Itre effect of time and temperature on
the threshold of the main oil genesis phase is plotted in fig. 8.Il
for 12 global locations where tJre present Emperature does not differ
too much from the maximum reached in the past. (Basins associated
with exd.ensive orogenic activity, erosion, volcanism, hydrothermal
activity. etc., are excluded) . Data are included for two gas-
condensate producing areas of the Taranaki Basin. The basic data
for this figure are taken from Connan (L974) but a correction to the
temperatures has been made using the solid curve of fig. 3.5, so as
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to obtain the static formation temperatures.
A11 the data points in fig. 8.1I, except one, fall in a
narro!{ band, and reveal a strong correlation betveen the present
threshold equilibrium temperature and the age of tlte corresponding
formation. It is clear that in younger sedimentary basins a higher
formation temperature is needed for the threshold of intense oi1
genesis, compared to older formations \dhere time seems to compensate
for temperature. In other words, hi.gher temperatures are required
in the younger rocks compared to older ones to reach eguivalent
maturities. This agrees with the observations of Connan (L974)
and Dow ll977l. If we find a temperature window corresponding to
the ages of the rock formations in which nearly all of the major oil-
gas finds occur (Moody , Ig75), \^/e get a range of about SOoC to l7OoC,
close to the accepted range of about 600 to 15ooc in which hydrocarbons
can form (Hunt, 1979). It is believed that the formation of hydrocarkts
peaks at about IOOoC, and the main phase of oil formation probably does
not start untit SOoC (Carnelius, 1975; Hunt, L979i etc.)-
8.8.3 Relevance to New Zealand
In New Zealand, drilling for oil has mostly been done in
formations varying in. age from Pfiocene - Pleistocene to L,ate Cretaceous
(R. Katzr p€rs. cornm.). In fig. 8.11, this age group corresponds to
a temperature range of about SOoC to tTOoc for the threshold of intense
oil genesis. This means that insitu temperatures of about l0OoC and
more are required in forrnations of Eocene age and younger. The
present study suggests that there are large areas in sone basins,
such as Waikato, Wanganui, East Coast, Canterbury and Southland where
the required temperatures are not reached in the sediments above the
basenent; the nreasured geothermal gradients, and the sedimentary
thickness, are too small in these areas. However, older and deetrrer
sections such as the Upper Cretaceous rocks in the East Coast Basin
(Hicks, 1980) r rnay provide suitable temperature conditions for hydro-
carbon generation. It must be mentioned that these conclusions are
valid only for those basins which are sufficiently free from the
processes mentioned earlier in section 8.8.2., since the past
geothermal gradient also plays an imSrcrtant role in the formation of
petroleum (Kleuune, 1975) .
fn view of the known sedimentary thicknesses and underground
tonperature distributions, the northern part of the Taranaki Basi.n,
the West Coast Basin and the Great South Basin seem to have higher
chances of oil generation. Heat flow in these regions is high.
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AI1 have a proven hydrocarbon potential, and the Northern Taranaki
Basin iS a conunercial gas-condensate producer. It may also be
mentioned here that in the Southern Taranaki Basin, where heat flow
is normal, it was found that hydrocarbon generation ldas not
significant in two of the three boreholes studied (Thompson, 1980).
8.9 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter the results of the heat flow studies, mainly
grouped in eight heat flow regions, have been discussed in ttre light
of geological and geophysical parameters, and interpreted in terms
of plate tectonics. Large variations in heat flow, from 20.9 to
163.8 nw/m2 have been found, with a mean of 76.L t 2.5 mVm2.
In tl:e t{,orttr Is1and the heat flow distribution is largely typical
of those found in active subduction zones elsewhere. llhere is a
sinilarity in ttre heat flow distributions here and in Japan. The
effect of an old northwest trending subduction, which was active
between l-8 and 3 Myrbefore present, can be seen in the distribution
of heat flow. Heat flow is high and variable in the regions of
Northland-Waikato, Central Volcanic Region and Taranaki, while the
Hikurangi and Western Cook Strait regions have 1ow to normal heat
flow. The Taranaki high heat flow anomaly can be better explained wittr
the help of a secondary mantle flow model. The boundary between the
Taranaki and Western Cook Strait regions is well defined and may
represent the actual attenuating,/transrnitting boundary of llooney (1970).
Heat flow distribution in the Souttr Island is less complicated.
rt is hiqh in the west Coast Region and the Great South Basin. The
Canterbury-Marlborough Region has low to normal heat flow and seems
a possible continuation of the Hikurangi Region.
The anornalously high heat flow in the regions of Taranaki, !{est
Coast and the creat South Basin seems to be associated witl. rnelting
conditions in tJle upper most mantle. The distribution of heat flow
correlates well with surface manifestations and regional scale
differences in the deep-seated temperature. Upper rnantle inhonngeneities
deduced from seisnological observations are also reflected in the heat
flow distributions. rn general, heat flow is high over the high
frequency attenuating zone and lower above transmitting areas. The
occurrence of norrnal heat flow and of a transnitting zone over the
Western Cook Strait region can be explained wittr tJ:e help of lithospheric
and crustal thickening.
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There seems to be no correlation between heat flow and
thermaL conductivJ-ty. The present study seens to have sorne
relevance to the petroleum search. It is noted that the three
areas which have a proven hydrocarbon ;:otential (Northern Taranaki
Basin, West Coast Basin and the Great South Basin) are also
associated with high heat flow.
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CItAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS
The principle objective of this investigation has been
fu1filled to the extent that it has become trnssible to make some
generalised conclusions about the thermal state of the crust and
upper rnantle beaneath New Zealand and its surrounding offshore region.
The significance of botton hole temperatures has been highlighted;
it has been shown that heat flow calsulated using bottom hole
temperatures agrees well with values obtained by means of conventional
probe measurements of temperature. A new conductivity sampling technique
applicable to well cuttings has been found very effective.
In New Zealand a large variation in conductive heat flow from
2O.9 mffrnz to 163.8 urw,/m2 (excluding the central Volcanic Region) has
been found, with a rrean of 76.I ! 2.5 mflm2, somewhat higher than
the global continental mean of 62.3 mVm2. A large variation in
reduced heat flow, from 25.6 to 94.8 nVn2, h"s also been recorded.
I'tost of the heat flow determinations have been grouped into 8 heat
flow regions. In the North Island, heat flow is clearly influenced by
the subduction process; the higher heat flows and geothermal grradients
correlate with intermediate depth seisnr-icity and active volcanism.
The residual effect of an old NW trending subduction, which was active
between 18 and 3 l,lyr BP, can be seen in the heat flow distribution.
Heat flow is especially high in the Taranaki Region and ttre Central
Volcanic Region; in the latter region the heat transfer is rnainly
convective. Low heat flow has been obtained for the Hikurangi Region,
while elsewhere it is low to normal with isolated highs.
The Taranaki and 9{estern Cook Strait Regions meet in a fairly well-
defined" boundary trending eastwest. Ttris boundary possibly coincides
with the attenuating,/transrnitting boundary of I'tooney (f97O) . A more
detailed heat flow study is desirable throughout the Taranaki-Wanganui
Basin.
Ttre reason for the seisrnic wave transmitting region beneath ttre
western Cook Strait heat flow region has hitherto beerl une>rplained.
Tttis phenomenon as well as the heat flow in the region may be attributed
to a 9okm thick lithosphere, the result of crustal thickening. Under
this region the asthenosphere above the Pacific slab is either missing
or very thin. Ttris nrodel would also account for the gravity anornaly.
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In the South Island, heat flow is high in the lfest Coast Region
and ttre Great South Basin, and considerably lower in ttre Marlborough-
Canterbury Region. The heat flow anornaly associated wit.| tbe Great
Sout} Bas.in is a prorninent feature of tlre heat flow rnap of Nerr Zealand.
The reduced heat flow of 94.8 nVmz 
"ompares only with the Batt1e
l'lountain High region of the Western United States. Melting conditions
are expected at about 35km depth.
A linear relationship between heat flow and heat generation has
been obtained only for the Taranaki and Hikurangi Regions, which
exhibit some therrnal sinilarities with the Basin and Range Province and
Eastern United States Region respectively, despite geologic and plate
tectonic dissimilarities.
Nocorrelation has been found between heat generation and either
density or thermal conductivity. A radioactive heat generation study on
the Central Southern AIps rocks suggests that (i) the radioactivity of
the lower crust beneath the Western Canterbury Region is much higher
than normal, and (ii) New Zealand geosynclinal sequences are not present
in such thicknesses beneath the east coast of the Canterbury Region.
A heat flow traverse in the east-west direction across the Canterbury
Plains should help to deterrnine the present extent of the geosynclinal
rocks at depth.
This study further reveals that the density and therrnal condrrctivity
of the rocks are primarily functions of age, depth and ;rorosity, and
tJ:at the conductivity also depends on Si02 content. A rough estirnate
of the conductivity can be made if these parameters are known.
Finally, it appears that heat flow has some direct relevance to
petroleum exploration in New Zealand, since in areas of proven
hydrocarbon potential, heat flow and the geothermal qradient are high.
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'1,O
75
80
85
89
lVaikato
0
1032. r
Waikato 
-2
0
10r8
I{aikato
o
594.4
Waikato
( 13.99)
40.46
-4
Depth (m) Temperature
(oc)
Huntly 9674
16.71
16.51
16 .37
16.36
L6.47
15.56
L6.70
].6.79
16 .95
17.00
17. 11
L7.23
L7.45
17 .89
18.14
I8.27
18.49
18.52
-1
168
Depth (n) Temperature(oc)Depth (m) Temperature(oc)
DD2 (Wtritianga)
(Continued)
48.16 I8.O9
54.86 18.36
60.96 18.36
67.06 18.73
85.34 20.69
9L.44 2l . l-8
97.54 2I.64
103.63 22.09
115.82 23-23
L28.O2 24.OO
134.11 24.36
r40.21 24.55
146.30 25.27
152.40 25.55
ts8.50 25.64
164.59 25.75
170.69 26.09
176.78 26.55
182.88 26.82
188.98 27.45
195.07 27 .90
l,toa 
-18
L964.4
2040.6
2806.6
3375.7
Tane -l
63.13
65. 14
84.95
106. t3
10.00
44.44
94.44
105.84
I 18 .89
137 .78
0
1211.0
2935.4
3265
3830 .6
4354.1
(14.17)
4L.62
827.5
2287.4
243e.L
2745
285L.7
2895.9
3180.6
3380.5
950.4
2025.6
2437.4
2675.e
2A55.7
3041.6
3424.L
L697.4
2987.6
3253 . r
969.9
2L82.L
2534.4
1140.3
2554.3
2949.9
3260.5
3405.6
3585. t
3738. 2
3904 .9
4004.5
913.5
2458.8
3390.3
3544.5
3803 .9
Maui -I
!{aui 
-2
llaui 
-3
Cook -l
Turi 
-I
47.96
73.82
75.O4
95.56
98.89
98.89
ro1.43
1ro.9t
54.85
70.47
80.25
99.83
103. L0
105.92
r19.40
73 .63
108.31
IL2.34
63.55
to4 .40
120.06
4L.22
76 .39
83. 36
95.00
1o9.71
118. rr
Ltg.22
128 .80
L32.60
40. ?8
74.94
108 .97
109 .13
r1.6.00
(14.28)
34.39
-5
0
toL2.2
o
1556. r
Te Rapa 
-I
(14.34)
63.O2
(r4.2)
61.69
15.64
16 .55
L7 -27
17.39
L7 
-65
DD2 (whitianga)
6.1
18.29
30.48
36.58
42.67
Urenui -I
Republic New Plyrrcuth -2
Depth (m) Temperature
(oc)
Republic New Plymouth -1
Depth (m) Temperatgre(oc)
r69
(m) Temperature
(oc)
Kapuni -2
47.76
82.L7
LO2.22
106 .56
LL4.27
118.70
Kapuni -3
48 -43
IO4 .5
105,83
Kapuni -3A
64.25
105.00
106 .18
110.O0
Kapuni 
-4
43.7A
61.33
73. 18
a2 -L7
rt8. 12
119.40
Kapuni -5
45.32
52.69
90. ro
108.O0
109.1r
Ir0.00
Kapuni -6
44.94
104 . OO
109.00
Kapuni 
-7
(12.6)
102. OO
ro4 .00
109.O0
0
906
962.4
0
911
684.4
947.2
1584.4
2350
2984.3
3123.6
3508.9
3796.9
4033.7
4040.4
4086.8
239.4
1615.3
2483.L
3149
3767.8
3902 . s
4132.3
4420 -7
McKee
183r
1836
2295
2324
2487
2535
Mangahewa -l
(rs.oo)
40.56
46.70
(1s.00)
52.69
40 .00
46.e6
52,40
80.00
93 .96
LOA.44
107 .80
120.58
L24.44
128.80
r29.44
2994.2
3457
3683
3710.5
3897.4
1670. 3
2514.O
3370.5
3618. 3
3655.1
3956 .6
4058. r
4202-3
4503.1
47A3.2
5051.1
2513
2929
3360.5
3832
4313
48A2
1339.6
L826.4
24LO -4
3010.8
3046.8
3292.L
3s62.5
3792-6
3967.9
90.98
110.O0
118. 33
115. 38
I22.3L
58.37
65.26
99.50
LI2.7e
LL4.27
118 .89
r25.O2
136.38
t49.64
153.43
160.53
7I.2t
83. 33
95.37
10 7 .09
r21.51
14 r .66
38.47
47 .O9
63-94
78.7L
78.96
88 .59
104 .00
112.34
119 .40
McKee -I(Continued)
Depth
L639.2
3503.7
3742
3787 -L
3995 .6
.4112. r
1708.1
3530.5
3642.9
2332.9
3541. I
3565.1
3649.4
1671.5
2482.6
3264.4
3417 .l_
3702.7
3895. 3
761.5
24L4.2
3309.7
3630.1
3638
3698 .8
754
3516 .4
3723.7
0
3503. 1
3543.3
3728.9
Republic New Plymouth -3
o (ls.oo)
745.8 42.22
Republic New Plynrouttr -4
0 ( 1s.00)
Inglewood -1
Toko -11666 54.54
New Plymouti -2
32. rt
72.97
105.71
115.20
134.8r
141.87
159.1I
170 .48
-1
Kapuni 
-l
71 .09
71. 11
77.78
78,33
83.89
78.73
Depth (m) Temperature(oc)
Kapuni 
-8
Depth (m) Temperature(oc)
North Tasman 
-l
170
Depth (m) TemperatUre(oc)
Koporongo -I
243?.7
3276.6
3324.8
3413.8
3611.8
407L'.7
9L2.4
2120.I
2544.s
3583.2
3665
374L.7
2354.5
3567.4
3626.4
3689.9
0
3291.8
3535.7
3688.1
1253.0
1684 .3
1931.2
2575 
-9
3611.9
3784.7
925.9
2531.9
2894.8
3254.6
3333 .3
3641.9
67.2L
89.00
92 .00
93.00
10I .78
LIA.97
Kapuni 
-9
42.79
60 .45
70.44
I0 3 .00
105 .49
1o7.00
Kapuni .+10
51 .86
104 .00
106.98
108.00
Kapuni 
-Il
(13.00)
96.00
103.00
105.00
Maui 
-4
444.2
1431.5
261 3. 5
o
1520.6
r183.2
2036.3
2413.0
949.0
2L40.5
o
532.8
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
3r.71
60.90
89.25
Tasman 
-1
o
586 .7
r145
903.4
1257.9
1590 .8
2031 .5
2135 .1
L222.9
1670 .9
2311.0
1528. 1
230r.4
2627.5
o
1800.8
( r2. so)
32. Il
Tupapakurua -l
o (12.1)
Patea
L7.25
I7.64
Waikaka 
-l
0 (r3.s)
975. 1 52.44
Ararimu 
-1
( 13. s)
66.34
Fresne 
-I
47.27
71.8r
77.97
Surville -1
45.75
64.84
Kiore 
-I
( 12. s)
44.Ls
L4.64
14.83
15. 02
15.10
15. 13
16. 11
16.70
(12.60)
45 .86
Wtrakamaro 
-1
( r3.00)
52.17
44 .15
Puniwhakau -1
38.32
45.77
57 .05
70.47
70.47
Parikino -I
45.77
57 .78
77.OO
Santoft -lA
5L.74
60.59
63.94
Te Horo 
-1
( ls. e)
61.11
Rotokautuku -l
50. 17
55.12
Te Puia -1
49.44
68 .4I
68.33
88.09
tro. 13
116 .76
Kupe -l
44.44
84.34
75.83
86.59
76.67
93. I0
80
90
350.3
5L9.4
0
L474.5
2035
r051
2L28.L
( r3.76)
65.4e
7A.32
45.57
67.55
Waitangi Station -I
0
1054
0
854
Ruakituri -1
o (13.9)
9L2.3 48.83
Tatu -1
887.3
963 -2
1408.5
1521.6
1702.9
50.17
53.51
59.03
61.03
62-35
0L722.3
2743.O
365I.7
L294.3
1762.L
47.LL
5s.15
r98. I
284.7
932.7
t05 3 .4
IO
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
55
70
75
80
85
89
22.74
23.4I
36.L2
37.08
9.44
9.54
9.57
9.59
9.65
9.81
10 .09
LO.29
r0 ,46
10 .51
r0.63
LO.72
10.91
II. 02
Ll..26
1r.41
11. 52
Depth (m) Temperature(oc)
Ruakituri -1
-ic;ffi"edt
2058.9 65.26
242L.O 7I.77
2740 .8 83.52
Mangaone -1
24.O4
27.78
32.22
31. 1I
34.44
38.89
47 .O9
5r 
-74
53.06
Opoutarna -l
( ls .40)
70.31
87.43
80.89
Hawke Bay -l
Depth (n) Temperature(oc)
Takapau -1
t71
Depttr (m) Temperature
(oc)
Tokaanu F-5A
-(continuedt
L24.97 33.24
131.06 33.87
r34.1L 34.26
149.96 37 .43
Tokaanu F-5C
30 .48
42.67
54 .86
67 .06
79.25
9L.44
97.54
103.63
109 .73
115.82
L28.O2
134. l1
L40.2L
146 .30
]-52.40
158.50
164.59
r70 .69
L76.78
182 .88
188 .98
19s .07
20L.L7
Tokaanu
10.83
L2.22
' 13.33
14.72
16.94
17 .50
I7.78
18.06
18.06
18.06
20 .83
21.94
22.43
24.2A
24.43
24.72
25.44
26.22
27 
-6L
27.78
29.94
32.06
32.22
F-IO
182.88
188.98
2L9.46
225.55
23r.65
260.60
2r.28
21.83
23.22
25.39
26.53
32 
-78
R-240 (Rangipo)
339 .5
648. 3
688.5
745.8
815.3
991 .5
1065. o
1187.5
L264.O
Taradale -1 Tokaanu F-5A
526.4
1117 .1
L2t5.2
1652.0
310.o
610.8
724.5
993.0
1877.0
403. 3
1249.4
1389.3
1399.6
1557.0
76.67*
71. r1*
65.56*
54.44*
24.75
28.76
30.77
34.14
49.Oa
24.75
37 .81
39.14
39.80
42.L4
2r.34
27.43
33 .53
39.62
45.72
51 .82
57.91
64,01
70. I0
76 
-20
82 .30
88.39
94.49
100.58
106 .68
1,L2.78
L4.44
14.76
15.33
16.67
t 7.81
I8.89
19.91
21.05
22.L9
23.46
24.O9
25.62
26.L3
27.46
29.17
30 .63
Mason Ridge -I
Ongaonga -l
172
Depth (n) TenPerature
ttt{-L (Petone)
Depth (m) TepPer-atlre(oc)
f:tf-3 (I.or,uer ltutt)
5
l0r
ls
2,O
25
30
35
40
45
s0
55
60
65
70
75
8-0
.85
90
95
100
1.o5
1t0
Lr5
L20
125
130
135
r40
145
150
1,5.26
13.9e
13.63
13.46
13.36
13.32
13.30
L3.27
13.2s
L3.24
r"3.23
I-3.2a[
13.25
13.26
t3.29
13,34
l'3.42
13 .57
13.65
13. ?O
L3.77
13.83
13.94
14.03
14. t4
L4.23
14,35
L4.46
14.65
L4.82
16,83'
15.11
L4.34
13.86
L3.75
13.5a
13.51
13.48
13,37
50
55
60
65
7A
75
80
85
90
95
100
ro5
r10
11s
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
165
170
175
1.3. 33
13 .31
13.33
13.3s
13.37
1.3.44
13.t19
13.56
13.64
13.71
13.79
l_3.96
13.94
14.Q2
14.12
L4.22
14.35
t4.46
14.55
14.66
l4.77
14-90
15.01
15. 12
I_5.20
15.28
Ill't=3 (Iprrer lrutt)
Estinated tenq eratuLes
are shown in bracikets.
Uncorrected teqreratqres
are shoffi by asterisks.
5
10,5
15
20
25
30
3s
40
45
173
Depth (n) Temperature,etC)
Thompsons Ford Blenheim
APPENDIX 2
5
10. I
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85.1
90
95
100
105
109.5
Haku 
-1
0
1618.5
Ahaura 
-2
0
1062.3
Aratika 
-2
631.6
LL42.6
Aratika 
-3
443.9
L722.L
Depttr (n) Temper"l%",
Taramakau 
-1
Depth (m) Temperature^
uur"rrison -r (continuAJi)
Temperature data : South Island boreholes
L2.93
L2.99
13.05
13 .14
13.23
13.23
13.23
I3.25
13.29
13 .25
r3.36
13.38
13.45
13.47
13. 55
t3 .66
13 .71
13.75
13.82
I3.86
13 .95
14 .03
(r2.s)
69 .65
522.4
911.7
1530.4
1732.5
9I2. t
2255.9
2519.6
176I.4
2572.2
322r.4
3744.5
268.2
274.3
280.4
286.5
292.6
298.7
304.8
310.9
3L7
323.L
329.2
335.3
347.5
359.7
371 .9
344
396.2
19.5 5
19.75
19.97
20.20
20.45
20.65
20.84
2L.O4
21.19
2L.37
2I.62
2l-.76
22.TL
22.43
22.73
23.O0
23.42
L2I4.3
L72I.8
1853.8
2LL7.L
Arahura
65.57
82.78
84.25
97.87
-I
37.22
52.L7
75 .00
83.58
Harihari 
-1
50 .83
83.52
92.66
l{aiho 
-1
58. 37
84.79
96.57
117 .45
Murchison 
-l
16.86
15 .91
L6.24
].6.46
16.84
17. L9
17 .4I
L7.66
17 .86
18. tl
l8-39
18.68
18.91
19.14
19. 30
Blackwater 
-1
(r2.2O).
52.89
L76.78
182.89
188 .98
195.07
20L.2
207.3
2I3.4
2L9.5
225.6
23L.6
237.7
243.8
249.9
256
262.I
6.1
L2.2
18. 3
24.4
30 .5
36 .6
42.7
48.8
54.9
60.9
67
73.2
79.2
85. 3
91.4
97.5
TT.22
LL.47
11.58
11.83
12. 05
12.33
12.31
12.54
12.77
13 .02
12.84
13.29
13.09
13.34
13.75
14 .05
43.74
61. 14
34.95
65.45
l.74
Depth (m) TenperatuSe
Btackwater -1 ('c)(co;ffi;Ej--
103.6
109 .7
r15.8
T2L.9
I28
L40.2
L52.4
L64.6
176 .8
189
20L.2
213.4
225.6
237.7
249.9
262.L
274.3
286.5
298.7
310.9
323. 1
335 .3
347.5
359.7
37I.9
384
396.2
408.4
420.6
1061.2
L49I.2
3116.4
393.1
950.9
1381.1
I4L2.T
14.25
].4.25
14. s5
14.80
14.80
15.08
15.56
16.09
16.69
. 1?.09
L7.56
18.01
l-8. 33
18.56
19.08
19.50
19.75
20.25
20.79
2t.29
21.59
2L.78
22.24
22.80
23.27
23.78
23.81
24.40
25.O4
Bounty 
-1
48 .43
63.68 -
LrA.27
Kowai 
-1
23.19
37.78
49.O0
50.93
12.64
L2.86
L2.42
12.70
l.2.62
L2.64
L2.75
12.79
12 .88
12.92
L2.89
L2.96
13.IO
13.27
13.41
13 .49
13.51
13.53
13.53
13.58
13.61
13.64
13.69
r3.93
14 .07
L4.20
14.32
14.41
14 .50
Leeston -I
Resolution -1
90
95
r00
45
50
55
60
55
70
75
80
85
105
110
l-15
t20
L25.5
r30
r35
140
I45
150
151
11.70
11.65
1 1.59
lL.53
11.49
11.50
11.55
r1.57
11.61
1r.67
LL.77
1r.86
1r.95
L2.O7
12.16
L2.23
12. 31
12. 38
t2.46
L2.52
L2.6L
12.6A
L2.70
1135.3
1590. r
1886. I
47.28
6I. II
65.48
Endeavour 
-1
1r70.4
2572.2
2667.3
59. 35
105.69
108. 31
Takapu -lA
0 (11.so)
o
1153 ,2
(11.es)
42.14
20
25
30
35
40
11.86
11.82
11.80
11.80
II. 74
Depth (m) Temperature Depth (n) Temperature
christchurch ("cl Pendarves conti.tAlf)
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
10s
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
Pendarves
799.2 57.7A
175
(m) remtrp'"ti5E,
Tara -l
1235
3Lil4
4,2,62
L234.7
2988,9
3608.5
4040.4
1173.8
2673.4
L23;5.4
26t4.9
2AL2.L
30I.0.5
3113.5
822.,4
L697.7
47,37
111.20
t40
Toroa 
-1
49.L7
89,86
1 23.89
L32.22
Pakaha 
-1
52.33
1^o4-72
Kalialr, -tB
4L.34
93.33
101_.11
107.80
1r5.56
Iloiho 
-IC
41.34
83.89
37.84.
7A.44
1l_3.08
113.65
J.T. Benny -I
817.8 48.83
looTrl 55.06
Farara -l
924.8
2r2r.9
3551.5
3619.5
Estimated temperatures
are shown in braekets.
Northland -1
!,laui -2
Fresne 
-1
Kapuni 
-4
Tasman -I
Te Puia -1
The five largest corrections for
as before are:
Turi -I
Ararimu -1
Waimamaku -2
Toko -l
L75a
APPENDTX 3
Note on corrections to viousl lished heat flow values
Forty-tl^ro values of heat flow in the North Island were given in a
preliminary report (Pandey, 1981). These values are tabulated below together
with the values for the same locations given in this thesis' lltre earlier
values have been corrected in several ways.
(i) The static temperature correction (see section 3 '2'4) has been applied
to all values. The effect of this correction has been to increase the heat
flow value in most cases. The four largest corrections are:
+26.3 nVl,/n2
+r3.5 '.l
+9.2 rr
+9.2 rl
(ii) fhermal conductivity has been measured on many additional samples'
At sorne sites this enabled superior estimates of heat flow to be obtained
for different depth ranges from those used previously. The main corrections
are:
Waitangi Station -l
+42.L mw/mz
+23.2 rr
estimates made for the same deptJr reLnges
-23. O mw,/mz
-l-6.4 rl
+L5.7 rr
-g.g '
+9.4 rr
(iii)Additional static and bottom-hole temperatures became available
for a few sites. The three largest corrections a-re:
Kapuni -3 +33.1 mvl/m2
Mangaone -1 +20.6 rr
Ruakituri -l -10.5 r'
(iv) The sedimentation correction has been applied (see section 3 '2'6) '
lllne two largest corrections are:
Parikino -I +18'7 mw,/m2
Santoft -1A +13.2 rr
The nett changes in the estimated value of heat-flow were 2Ot or
greater at 12 locations of the 42 locations discussed by Pandey (I98I) ' A
total of 105 locations are discussed in the thesis. The estimated value
Thus the revisions do not appreciably affect the regional pattern.
lltre data available for the thesis are much more extensive than were
available to Studt and Thompson (1969). The value provided by Allis
(pers.contrn.) is also subject to arnendment. rt night therefore have been
considered appropriate to base the regional mean heat-flow values solely
on the new data. If this were done, the means given in the thesis would
Mean heat flow (mw,/mz)
Inctuding earlier Excluding earlier
values values
Northland-waikato 74-2 ! 4.3 79'2 ! 4'2
Taranaki 86-4 ! 2.4 88'4 t 2'0
Hikurangi 40.9 t 2.8 47'7 ! 2'6
llere too the regional pattern is not apPreciably affected by the inclusion
of the earlier values.
1he rather large changes which have been made to some individual
estimates, as detailed in this note, demonstrate the value in heat-flow
studies of securing the best and nrost numerous data possible.
Table : Courparison of heat-flow values
Heat Flo$, (mw/m2 )
of rnean heat flow is changed for
Region
Taranaki
Hikurangi
be altered as follows:
Region
Borehole
Northland -I
Waimamaku -2
Te Rapa 
-1
Irloa -1B
Tane 
-1
Maui 
-1
Maui 
-2
Maui 
-3
Cook -I
Turi -I
Urenui -1
Mangahewa -1
175b
two of the heat-flow regions, as follows:
lrlean heat flow (nrW,/n2 )
Pandey (1981)
92t3
40!4
Pandey (198I)
65
70
76
80
r06
77
78
69
L29
120
79
105
Ttresis
86.4 ! 2.4
40.9 + 2.8
lfhesis
98.7
90.8
67.O
80- 3
85.3
77.9
88.7
77.9
136.6
r00.7
87. 0
99.7
175c
Bonehole
New Pllmouth 
-2
Inglewoo-d -1
Teiko -I
KaprurL -f
Kapurri -e
Kapuni -3
Kapuni -4
uaui 
-4.
Krpe -[
fasmaD 
-I
Fr,esne -1
SunrLlle 
-1
Klore -I
Ararimu'1
Tatu 
-l
Xo,6rorango 
-1
Tupapalruiua -1
Erunirttr:akalr -1.
Parikino, -1
Eantoft 
-IjA
lBe Pui-a -1
Waltangi Station -l
nrakitrrri -I
Mangaone 
-L
q)outama 
-I
H,a*ke B'aUr -I
Taradale 
-I
litason &idge *1
Ortgaongia -1
Talc,apau 
-1
Heat FIqw
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